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together in an innovative initiative, may prove in the years

ahead to have been a visionary undertaking, with the

community–at–large reaping long–term dividends.

The venture is designed to play a role shoring up the

projected physician shortage in Florida. Patient demand is

poised to outstrip physician supply in the Sunshine State,

and around the nation. A doctor of osteopathic medicine is

a physician licensed to practice medicine, perform surgery,

and prescribe medications.

Florida has a population of 21 million people. There are

18,489 active primary–care doctors in the state, according

to the American Medical Association’s 2019 “Florida

Physician Workforce Profile.” Florida has ranked below the

national average in the number of active physicians per–

100,000 population.

“When we had this idea two or three years ago, it

seemed a bit unrealistic,” said Dr. McCay, an engineer by

education. “Our board gave us a chance to try to see if we

could make this work. A lot of the issues were associated

with the accreditation of a new campus. Most of those

issues have been cleared. Now we’re on a two– to three–

year path working toward opening a new branch of Burrell

College of Osteopathic Medicine. We did this for the

community. I’m excited.”

College presidents tend to be futurists. Their institu-

tions graduate students year after year and send them off

into the world. For college presidents, it’s always about the

future. When he made that trip to New Mexico, Dr. McCay

was looking to the future health of Brevard County

residents, and much more as it pertains to advancing

By Ken Datzman

More than two years ago, Florida Institute of Technol-

ogy President Dwayne McCay quietly traveled to Las

Cruces, N.M., home of upstart Burrell College of Osteo-

pathic Medicine, an entrepreneurial venture co–founded

by a physician and a businessman in that state.

Dr. McCay was maneuvering in unchartered territory

as he pursued talks and presented a pathway for Burrell

College of Osteopathic Medicine, which graduated its

inaugural class of physicians in May, to expand and

establish a regional “clerkship” hub in Melbourne with

Steward Health Care and Florida Tech as partners.

Clerkships are like internships.

Burrell College students would gain hands–on medical

training in their field working closely with Steward Health

Care practitioners.

A public company based in Dallas, Texas, Steward

Health Care operates more than three–dozen community

hospitals across the United States, including Rockledge

Regional Medical Center, Melbourne Regional Medical

Center, and Sebastian River Medical Center.

Dr. McCay’s trip out West to visit that medical school,

and his concerted follow–up work to bring partners

Steward, Florida Tech team with Burrell College in community–based venture

Through a unique partnership with Florida Tech and Steward Health Care, Burrell College of Osteopathic Medicine in Las Cruces, N.M., has expanded its clinical education reach to the local market.
Nine students attending Burrell College are now gaining hands–on medical training at Rockledge Regional Medical Center, Melbourne Regional Medical Center, and Steward Medical Group clinics. From
left: Jessica Bonilla, Burrell College of Osteopathic Medicine student; Dr. Amit Sharma, the program’s regional dean and a cardiologist with Brevard Cardiology Group, part of Steward Medical Group;
Andy Romine, president, Rockledge Regional Medical Center; and Amaka Ofuani, Burrell College of Osteopathic Medicine student.
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By Ken Datzman

The visibility of the Brevard Job Link
got a big boost in 2001.

The continuing contraction in the
economy, although a rebound is expected
in 2002, focused a much brighter light on
the importance of the organization and
its mission in the county.

The four full–service, one–stop career
centers in Brevard — from Palm Bay to
Titusville — handled significantly
increased traffic, even catering to people
who have never had a need to tap this
resource before.

“It’s been a great year in that we have
been able to get services out to people
quicker and more efficiently than ever
before,” said Linda South, executive
director of the organization. She added, “I
think a lot more people have come to
understand the value of the rich re-
sources that are available in the Brevard
Job Link centers, not only from a job–
seeker’s standpoint but also from the
employer’s standpoint.”

These information–packed centers
offer a variety of services to job seekers,
businesses and the unemployed. For
instance, there are job referrals, Internet

Brevard Job Link key
resource connecting
firms and job seekers

access to America’s Job Bank and other
employment Web sites, videos, career
guidebooks and an in–depth collection of
periodicals, including “The Wall Street
Journal.”

The centers also have computers
equipped with word–processing software,
fax machines, copiers, laser printers, and
telephones with long–distance access. A
videoconference system is available,
which may be used for conducting
interviews.

Employers, said South, can provide
the Job Link with its openings free of
charge either online, by fax or phone,
visit one of the centers “or they can ask
for a representative to come and see
them at their place of business. We
would like to see every single job order in
Brevard County to be in the Job Link
system, so that we can rapidly match
skill sets. And if we don’t have the match
we’ll use the information to create
education and training opportunities that
are responsive to the need.”

Brevard Job Link is funded through
the Brevard Development Workforce
Board Inc. in Rockledge. It also has been
successful in winning competitive grants

What the Social Security plan would mean to you
By Mary Deibel
Scripps Howard Service

Here’s what to expect if Social
Security is changed so that younger
workers can invest some of their payroll
tax money in private accounts, as
President Bush’s Social Security Com-
mission proposed a few weeks ago.

Current retirees and those nearing
retirement — anyone 55 or older today
— would get Society Security benefits as
promised under the present system.

Workers younger than 55 could put
money into a private account. GOP panel
member and former Congressman Bill
Frenzel calls the Bush Commission’s
three–account alternatives the Free
Lunch, the Blue–Plate Special and the
Subsidized Lunch.

Nothing will happen immediately
since President Bush isn’t expected to
make any recommendations to Congress
until 2003, after the 2002 congressional
elections.

Basic Social Security checks would be
smaller than called for in current law.
Depending on market performance, total
benefits from Social Security plus your
personal account could be higher or
lower.

The commission plans call for extra
tax money of up to $71 billion a year and
require other changes that could raise
income or payroll taxes or raise the
retirement age for future retirees.

Social Security currently collects
enough payroll tax to pay 100 percent of
benefits through 2038 and 73 percent of
benefits thereafter if the system isn’t
changed.

The 16–member panel unanimously
approved these options three weeks ago
to carry out Bush’s campaign pledge to
let younger workers divert some of the
6.2 percent payroll tax they owe on
wages to individual accounts that own
stocks and bonds.

Workers who opted to take part would
choose from the five low–risk funds, one
each for government bonds, corporate
bonds and a stocks–and–bonds mix, plus
two stock–index funds that track the
broader market. Workers could change
their choice once a year and couldn’t
borrow or withdraw money.

l PLAN 1. “Free Lunch” — lets
workers put 2 percentage points of their
6.2 percent payroll tax into a personal
account. Nothing else changes, and

The four full–service one–stop career centers of Brevard Job Link are seeing increased traffic. Linda South,
executive director, said her organization is a rich resource for both the job seeker as well as the employer.
Michael Anderson is associate director. They are at the Melbourne site in Perimeter Center.
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By Stephen J. Lacey
slacey@laceyandlyons.com
Managing Member
Lacey Lyons Rezanka, Attorneys at Law

Attorneys Stephen J. Lacey, Aaron D. Lyons and Ethan

B, Babb recently welcomed their new law partners,

Kimberly Bonder Rezanka and Robyn Willson Hattaway.

The firm’s principal office is in Melbourne, and has

added a second location in Rockledge. Both offices of Lacey

Lyons Rezanka are now open and ready to help navigate

the most challenging legal needs of both businesses and

individuals in Brevard, on the Space Coast, and through-

out Florida and the United States.

“We are pleased to welcome two exceptional and

seasoned Brevard lawyers to anchor our new Rockledge

office,” says Lyons, managing member at Lacey Lyons

Rezanka. “Both Kim and Robyn are active members of the

Brevard community and bring considerable experience and

depth to our team”.

This news comes in the wake of many recent initiatives

and accomplishments of the law firm, including:

l Babb being elected to his third term as board member

on Brevard County Bar Association’s Young Lawyers

Division.

l Lacey serving as the current board chairman for the

Health First Foundation.

l Virtual office solutions are now offered to protect the

community, clients and professional partners during

COVID–19.

Rezanka represents business entities and individuals.

In matters concerning government activities, she manages

issues involving land use, zoning, code violations and

administrative hearings. Rezanka has extensive courtroom

experience, including jury and non–jury trials and

appellate hearings. In matters involving contracts, she

handles a variety of issues ranging from simple breach of

contract actions to complex cases involving substantial

damages, fraud, and theft. Additionally, her experience

involves tortuous interference with contracts including

land dispute, title claims, ownership disputes, easements

and leases.

Rezanka contributes much of her talent and resources

to the community serving as pro bono legal counsel to

Brevard nonprofit organizations. Additionally, she

volunteers in other capacities for several leadership

positions for civic, professional and philanthropic organiza-

tions.

Hattaway focuses on civil litigation and business

transactions She began her career in litigation represent-

ing large publicly held corporations in complex business

disputes. She has experience in both state and federal

courts. Her practice includes real property litigation,

franchise transactions and development, and business

litigation.

Hattaway is also active in the community that she

serves. She is a commissioner at the Canaveral Port

Authority, elected in November 2018. Most recently,

Hattaway founded a Junior Port Ambassador Program to

provide area youth with job opportunity education and

workforce development. She believes strongly in volunteer

works and has contributed to many organizations includ-

ing LEAD Brevard, Brevard Public Schools and Florida

Supreme Court Justice Teaching Program.

The formation of the new office in Rockledge, along with

the Melbourne location, collectively brings together legal

experience that spans many years and multiple areas of

expertise. Fostering strong client relationships, defining

client’s objectives and succinctly meeting those objectives,

Lacey Lyons Rezanka, Attorneys at Law, provides client–

centered counsel in the areas of wealth and asset protec-

tion, estate planning, elder law, probate and trust adminis-

tration, health care and employment law, commercial and

civil litigation, zoning and land use, and real estate and

construction law.

The law office is supported by experienced paralegals

and assistants who embrace modern–day legal technology

to serve as a tool for an overall superior “concierge”

experience for their clients.

Their office number in Melbourne is (321) 608–0890.

The Rockledge phone number is (321) 608–0892) or visit

www.LaceyandLyons.com.

Lacey & Lyons now Lacey Lyons Rezanka as firm welcomes new partners, opens location in Rockledge

Computers Advancing Education needs
computers to refurbish to donate to students

Computers Advancing Education Inc. (CAEI) has been

refurbishing used computers and then donating them to

students who need a computer to complete their school

work since 2005. It has given about 400 computers just

since the schools closed because of COVID–19. There are

still lots more kids who don’t have access to a computer.

Right now, CAEI needs help.

“We need donations of desk–top computers that are

unused and gathering dust,” said Bobbi Lasher, CAEI

volunteer. “We are a 501(C)(3) organization and are

prepared to give receipts for all donations we receive. The

first thing we do with incoming computers is to wipe all

data from the hard drive. Then we will test and upgrade

the machine. We install Windows 10, an Office suite, and

anti–virus software.”

She added, “We also supply a USB wireless adapter

with each computer to allow WiFi access to the machine.

Spectrum, AT & T, Comcast and Connect2compete have

stepped up to the plate and offer minimally priced internet

service to those families who qualify.”

If you have unused computers at your home, or

business, consider donating them the CAEI “so that we can

continue to provide the tools for success to students who

need a computer to participate in their classes.”

CAEI is located at 3000 Jolly St. in Titusville. This is

the former Riverview Elementary School. CAEI volunteers

are there from 12:30–6 p.m. every Tuesday. For more

information about this project call (321) 626–9754.

Hospice St Francis

new ad emailed

FULL COLOR

Since 1977, Hospice of St. Francis has continually changed to meet the needs of our 
community. Now, a�er 43 years, we’re changing our name.

Our new name better reflects the multi-faceted, community-focused organization we are 
today. Although the name is new, we’re still the same organization with the same people 
and the same mission: Upli�ing Lives. Upli�ing Each Other. Upli�ing Our Community.

Want to learn more? Visit us online today.

There’s a new name for compassionate 
care in the Brevard community.

Hospice of St. Francis is now St. Francis Reections Lifestage Care. 

Reecting life, love and compassion  •  ReflectionsLSC.org

Hospice Care  •  Palliative Care  •  Grief Support
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Shelter Mortgage
pick up BBN

8/17/20
page 3

FULL COLOR

Launch Credit Union

new ad emailed

FULL COLOR

© 2019 Shelter Mortgage Company, L.L.C. All Rights Reserved. This communication does not constitute a 
commitment to lend or the guarantee of a speci�ed interest rate.  All loan programs and availability of cash 
proceeds are subject to credit, underwriting and property approval. Programs, rates, terms and conditions are 
subject to change without notice. Other restrictions apply. Shelter Mortgage Company, L.L.C, 4000 W. Brown 

Deer Road, Brown Deer, WI 53209. Corp NMLS#431223 (www.nmlsconsumeraccess.org).  Brian Spencer (FL/LO#17741; 
NMLS#803141); Natasha Cartagena Spencer (FL:#LO17483, NMLS #: 552564): 7341 O�ce Park Place Suite 106, Melbourne, FL 
32940. Rolando Garcia (FL/#LO39842; NMLS#476625): 408 East Ridgewood Street, Orlando FL 32803. 

R O L A N D O  G A R C I A  
  

GARCIAHOMEMORTGAGE.

BRIAN SPENCER 
321-537-1137  
SPENCER4LOANS.COM

NATASHA CARTAGENA SPENCER 
407-234-8504

LOANSWITHNATASHA.COM

Working with you and for you to 
find the best mortgage.
After you’ve found your dream home, let Shelter Mortgage Company 
provide the dream loan. Whether you’re a �rst-time homebuyer, looking 
to buy your next home, or re�nancing, your satisfaction is our #1 priority.

• Lots of options for low down
payments on our Conventional, VA,
USDA, FHA, and even Jumbo loans

• Renovation Loans: Facilitate home
improvements

• Jumbo loans up to $3M
• Construction-to-Permanent Financing
• Qualify with Less-Than-Perfect Credit

321.757.6600   
sheltermortgage§.com
7341 O�ce Park Place, Ste 106  
Melbourne, FL 32940  
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By Roy Lenfest
UCF Forum columnist
University of Central Florida

Perhaps Bob Dylan said it best in his 1964 protest

song, The Times They Are a–Changin.’ If you don’t

believe it, let me say the secret to the future IS in the

past.

With all the current upheaval of racial, political,

sexual and anti–violence values, I find that it is all

somehow familiar, with some noteworthy differences.

I am all for positive change, just as I was in the ‘60s

and ‘70s, and still am. I have seen enough of history in

60–plus years to see it repeating itself again.

Young people and old alike are speaking out and

marching against what they feel — and I agree — are

the many social injustices that have been placed on the

people of color in this country. Many are also calling for

an end to violence of all sorts against anyone, regardless

of color or sexual identity. Others are calling for the

elimination of guns and police funding, while others are

calling for non–violence and the increase of funding for

training police officers and public officials. Much

attention is being given to women’s suffrage and the

100th anniversary of women getting the right to vote.

Many readers may not know much about the ‘60s

and ‘70s. Many others are either clueless or have

forgotten about Vietnam and how that war changed this

country. The current war on COVID–19 and the

suppression of minorities in this country, hearkens back

to that earlier time. I see so many similarities of then to

now with only the perspectives or subjects being

different, that it is quite remarkable.

Back then, younger people of all colors protested

against the war and what they felt was the racial

injustice of the high number of Blacks getting drafted

without the opportunity to get a college deferment or run

to Canada to avoid the draft, like many of their young

white counterparts who were burning flags and draft

cards. While many of that time were calling for peace,

drugs and free love, others were protesting and march-

ing for and against their desired political candidates.

Many people were totally against that war and were at

war with those who supported it.

Those were turbulent times and many marches that

started out peacefully ended up violent. Angry people

resorted to violence, looting and burning entire city

blocks of their own neighborhoods to demonstrate their

dissatisfaction with their lot in this great country.

An awful difference between that time — the

Vietnam era — and this, is that everyone was upset

with the terrible loss of officially more than 47,434

American troops due to direct combat, and an additional

10,786 deaths in that theater of war that were not

battle–related. That is a total of 58,220, all dead over a

period of roughly 11 years of armed conflict in Vietnam,

with lots of rebellion, strife and fear here at home. In

these COVID times, however, there doesn’t seem to be

many marching against the needless deaths of more

than 185,000 and counting. That is more than three

times the number of people who died during the

Vietnam War, and this in only a few months of 2020!

What I do see is too many people purposely not

wearing face coverings to uncaringly demonstrate their

right to personal freedom while risking everyone around

them.

Back in the ‘60s and ‘70s, no one seemed comfortable

with any of the politicians unless they mirrored their

own opinions. Presidents changed, but many voters felt

like they were voting against the lesser of two evils and

a lot felt that whoever was elected, the best they could

hope for was that the newly elected would at least

maintain the country and not let it slide any further

downhill.

Given recent political climes and the opposites

campaigning for the vote in this coming election, I would

say that we are still in a war of death, dying and life–

threatening tensions, whether it is with COVID–19 or

the tug of war of politics.

With upheaval of racial, political and anti–violence values, times are changing

Attorney General Moody’s Office of Statewide Prosecution files
charges against operator of South Florida human–trafficking ring

Attorney General Ashley Moody’s Office of Statewide

Prosecution filed charges against a South Florida man

operating a human–trafficking ring following his arrest

by the Palm Beach County Sheriff’s Office. According to

the investigation, Orlith Joseph organized, promoted

and profited from a sex–trafficking ring involving

victims coerced by controlled substances and extreme

acts of violence.

Moody said, “This predator targeted and recruited

at–risk victims and exploited their vulnerability by

coercing them into sex trafficking using extreme violence

and perpetuating harmful drug addictions. One of these

victims was just 14–years–old. As a mother, I am

incredibly disturbed and heartbroken by this monster’s

complete disregard for human life. I am grateful for the

work by the law–enforcement officers that brought these

victims to safety and know my statewide prosecutors

will seek justice.”

According to the investigation, Joseph targeted,

recruited and groomed victims for trafficking through

online advertisements on the website BackPage.com, a

marketplace known for buying and selling sex. Joseph

often used addictive drugs, most often heroin, as the sole

form of payment for the victims, concealed as a payment,

but used to keep the victims addicted and unable to seek

a way out. Interviews with victims revealed when

victims attempted to refuse carrying out sexual acts,

Joseph used extreme violence, including strangling and

beating victims in the head to avoid visible injuries.

The investigation revealed one of Joseph’s victims

was a 14–year–old runaway reported missing multiple

times from 2016 to 2019. The victim met one of Joseph’s

co–conspirators through a mutual drug dealer who

brought the victim to Joseph’s hotel room where Joseph

first had sex with the victim to see what money the

victim would be worth online. Joseph began posting

photos of the victim for online advertisements and

paying the victim in doses of narcotics. The victim

eventually escaped by creating a false job requiring an

Uber ride.

A second victim, identified through the investigation

as a 26–year–old, met Joseph through a mutual friend

the victim met while in rehab. Joseph offered the victim

heroin to stay at the hotel. Once the victim accepted the

drugs, Joseph stated the victim could not leave until the

drugs were paid for, suggesting sex as an acceptable

form of payment. After the victim refused, Joseph seized

the victim’s driver’s license and took a photo of the given

address, threatening to follow the victim home. The

victim refused to work and attempted to flee on several

occasions, being caught by Joseph and beaten, deprived

of food or showers as punishment. At one point, the

victim became extremely ill with jaundice, was admitted

to the hospital and diagnosed with liver failure and

Hepatitis C. After being discharged, the victim refused

to continue working for Joseph and fled to a car. Joseph

followed and began beating and strangling the victim.

The victim found refuge in a hotel lobby where police

were called.

A third victim, introduced to Joseph through a drug

deal, agreed to work for him in exchange for payment for

hotel stays and heroin. The victim and Joseph began to

argue about photos of the victim posted online. Joseph

began beating the victim in response. The victim

escaped by fleeing the scene of an assigned job.

Joseph is charged with two counts of human traffick-

ing of a child and human trafficking causing great bodily

harm, each life felonies, lewd or lascivious battery on a

child and deriving support from proceeds of prostitution,

each second–degree felony, and trafficking in heroin, a

first–degree felony. If convicted, Joseph faces life in

prison. Assistant Statewide Prosecutor Justin

Chapman, of the Attorney General’s Office of Statewide

Prosecution, will prosecute the case.

Roy Lenfest is the primary maintenance
technician for the fitness equipment at UCF’s
Recreation and Wellness Center. He can be
reached at Roy.Lenfest@UCF.edu.
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File photo

Timothy Michaud

‘Based upon my investigation as a
criminal investigator with the
Craven County Sheriff's Depart-
ment there is probable cause to
arrest Timothy Michaud for sexual
assault on R(xxxx) Michaud.’

John Whitfield
May 7, 2010

Brevard County Sheriff's Office photo

‘Loyalty is everything to me!!!’

Sheriff Robert Wayne Ivey
to Dana Delaney Loyd

at 5:19 p.m., April 29, 2015

Brevard County Sheriff's Office photo

‘I need to report suspected abuse.’

Dana Delaney Loyd
aka Theresa Smith

to Florida Abuse Hotline
at 11:12 a.m., April 29, 2015

DID THE EIGHTEENTH CIRCUIT MURDER FORMER COMBAT MEDIC GREGORY EDWARDS?
BBN NOTE: John M. Stewart — a partner at Rossway Swan — is a past president of the 107,000 member The Florida Bar.
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976 BREVARD AVE
ROCKLEDGE,  FL  32955

Current Principal  Place of Business:

Current Mailing Address:
976 BREVARD AVE
ROCKLEDGE,  FL  32955  

Entity Name: THE COCOA BEACH AREA HOTEL AND MOTEL ASSOCIATION, 
INC.

DOCUMENT# N36299

FEI Number: 59-3048626 Certificate of Status Desired:
Name and Address of Current Registered Agent:
MICHAUD, TIMOTHY
1300 N ATLANTIC AVE
COCOA BEACH, FL  32931  US

The above named entity submits this statement for the purpose of changing its registered office or registered agent, or both, in the State of Florida.

SIGNATURE:
Electronic Signature of Registered Agent Date

Officer/Director Detail :

I hereby certify that the information indicated on this report or supplemental report is true and accurate and that my electronic signature shall have the same legal effect as if made under 
oath; that I am an officer or director of the corporation or the receiver or trustee empowered to execute this report as required by Chapter 617, Florida Statutes; and that my name appears 
above, or on an attachment with all other like empowered.

SIGNATURE:
Electronic Signature of Signing Officer/Director Detail Date

TIMOTHY MICHAUD

FILED
Feb 07, 2019

Secretary of State
0275169506CC

TOM WILLIAMSON DIRECTOR 02/07/2019

2019 FLORIDA NOT FOR PROFIT CORPORATION ANNUAL REPORT

No

02/07/2019

Title S

Name NORONHA, DENZIL

Address 5575 N ATLANTIC AVE   

City-State-Zip: COCOA BEACH  FL  32931

Title DP

Name WILLIAMSON, TOM

Address 3425 N ATLANTIC AVENUE   

City-State-Zip: COCOA BEACH  FL  32931

Title T

Name GALZERANO, CRISTY

Address 2080 N ATLANTIC AVE   

City-State-Zip: COCOA BEACH  FL  32931

Images from the actual April 11, 2014, “What a Girl Wants — Chocolate, Shopping, Fashion and 
Firefighters” event were soon on the Internet: 

Here are some 2014 images: 

The focus of the fund–raiser event, “What a Girl Wants — Chocolate, Shopping, Fashion and 
Firefighters,” was to benefit a domestic–violence shelter for women and children. 
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By Elizabeth Lee Vliet, M.D.
drleevlietmd@gmail.com

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration denied Aug. 10

the urgent request for emergency approval for COVID–19

outpatient preventive and early treatment use of

hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) filed July 1 by Dr. John

McKinnon’s team at Henry Ford Hospital in Detroit,

supported by Dr. Peter McCullough’s cardiology team at

Baylor Heart and Vascular Institute in Dallas.

Roughly 48,000 more Americans have died during the

FDA’s 48–day delay since this Emergency Use Authoriza-

tion (EUA) was requested on July 1. Dr. McKinnon’s

clinical trial found an impressive 51 percent reduction in

deaths if HCQ was begun within 24 hours of admission to

hospital.

An outpatient primary care study by Dr. Vladimir

Zelenko, using HCQ, azithromycin and zinc given within

less than 7 days of COVID–19 symptoms, showed approxi-

mately 80 percent decrease in deaths, and less than 1

percent of his patients needed to be admitted to hospital.

These extraordinary results show how many lives can be

saved with early HCQ treatment.

Dr. Harvey Risch, Yale epidemiologist, projected that

widespread early treatment for COVID–19 with the

already FDA–approved HCQ could have saved 100,000

American lives.

The physician head of the FDA, Dr. Steven Hahn, has

again betrayed physicians and patients by preventing

Americans from having the “right to try” HCQ for early

COVID–19 treatment. Dr. Hahn knows full well the FDA

approved HCQ as safe in 1955, and it has been used in

millions of patients worldwide for 65 years with an

impressive track record of safety in patients of all ages, all

ethnic groups, and even pregnant women and nursing

mothers.

The FDA’s denial of the EUA for early outpatient

COVID–19 use of HCQ continues their false narrative in

claiming outpatient harm for HCQ, based on inpatient

data in critically ill patients. Dr. Hahn has ignored

established facts of effectiveness and lack of harm for

outpatients that have been established in more than 50

recent studies.

The newly released study from Turkey found no cardiac

abnormalities with HCQ given at therapeutic doses for 5

days in early COVID patients. Attributing any late–stage

cardiac effects to HCQ that is known to be caused by the

virus and inflammatory damage is indefensible.

What amount of “data” will ever satisfy Dr. Hahn?

The FDA used a standard of “may be effective” for the

rapid May 1 EUA given to the experimental anti–viral

remdesivir, based on one controlled clinical trial termi-

nated early. Yet FDA is now requiring a higher standard of

a randomized controlled clinical trial for the already FDA–

approved HCQ in safe use for 65 years. Remdesivir showed

very little benefit shown in hospitalized COVID patients

and had serious side effects. Nine of the members of the

NIH panel relied on for COVID treatment advice were sup-

ported financially by Gilead Sciences, maker of remdesivir.

As a cancer specialist, Dr. Hahn knows early treatment

of any disease is critical, especially viral illness. But it is

more critical with COVID–19, or SARS CoV–2, as we

learned in 2005 when National Institutes of Health (NIH)

and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)

published their studies from the 2002 outbreak of the

closely related SARS–CoV–1 virus. These laboratory tests

of possible anti–viral medicines clearly showed potent

antiviral effects of chloroquine (CQ) against SARS–CoV–1

to block the SARS–CoV–1 infection at the earliest stage.

Dr. Fauci was at NIH them, so he has known about this

work for more than 15 years.

From these studies we know that HCQ with zinc works

during the first five days to stop viral entry into our cells

and to block the virus from multiplying.

But by day six or seven, the viral load explodes and

then triggers an exaggerated inflammatory response. This

“cytokine storm” can severely damage critical organs:

lungs, kidneys, heart, brain, liver and intestines and is

often fatal.

In 2020, Dr. Peter McCullough’s team showed prophy-

lactic benefits of HCQ given to hospital workers who were

exposed to COVID daily in their work, just as found in

India, South Korea, China, and multiple other countries.

This preventive benefit of HCQ given once a week could

protect front–line medical workers, law enforcement

officers, paramedics, clergy, dentists/dental hygienists,

truck drivers, food–processing workers, teachers, behav-

ioral health professionals, factory and grocery store

workers, flight attendants, and many others. We could

more safely re–open America’s businesses, schools and

churches with doctors and patients having widespread,

early access to HCQ.

Doctors treating COVID–19 patients NOW see lives

being saved by cheap, safe, FDA–approved medicines–

hydroxychloroquine with azithromycin or doxycycline, plus

supplemental zinc, vitamin C and vitamin D.

Why don’t Americans have the freedom to use HCQ

here as in other countries? FDA’s misleading statements

about HCQ have led to dangerous, unprecedented

restrictions on physicians’ off–label prescribing rights

imposed by state governors, medical boards and pharmacy

boards. The supply of HCQ has been ramped up to handle

its use in early treatment of COVID. The Strategic

National Stockpile has millions of doses deteriorating in

government warehouses that are not being distributed

because doctors are prevented for political reasons from

prescribing for outpatients with COVID–19.

Americans are dying needlessly for political and

financial agendas waiting for the “magic bullet” of a

vaccine, not due to lack of available treatment for COVID–

19. We still need therapeutics, such as HCQ, even if a

vaccine works and is safe.

Testing is inaccurate and often unavailable, and HCQ

dispensing must not be limited to persons with a positive

test. Such limits also prevent prophylactic use. Governors

and bureaucrats must not be allowed to arbitrarily restrict

life–saving HCQ treatment.

The Fauci–Hahn strategies of suppressing the positive

studies of HCQ effectiveness for outpatient use, while

focusing on mandatory mask edicts and continued

shutdowns of businesses, schools, and churches are not

controlling the pandemic. These political agendas have

eroded our constitutional freedoms, and devastated our

financial, psychological, physical, and spiritual well–being–

while costing 1,000 American lives every day.

Dr. Hahn needs to be held accountable for the prevent-

able deaths caused on his watch. As a physician licensed in

three states that prevent prescribing HCQ for my patients,

I submitted a formal request to the Chairman of Senate

Oversight Committee on Homeland Security and Govern-

mental Affairs for Dr. Hahn to be called before the

Committee to produce the data on which FDA is claiming

“harm” in using HCQ for outpatients in the mild stage of

COVID, but no such harm for RA, Lupus, or malaria.

FDA’s hypocrisy ignores their own safety data, basic

science, clinical studies, and common sense.

Americans must speak out and demand the medical

freedom to consult their physicians and decide treatment

options without government interference.

l About the Author

Dr. Vliet has been a leader in patient centered,

individualized medical care. Since 1986, she has practiced

medicine independent of insurance contracts that interfere

with patient–physician relationships and decision–

making. Dr. Vliet’s focus is medical freedom and free–

market approaches to health care. Dr. Vliet is the founder

of Vive Life Center and Hormone Health Strategies with

medical practices in Tucson, Ariz., and Dallas, Texas,

specializing in preventive and climacteric medicine with an

integrated approach to evaluation and treatment of women

and men with complex medical and hormonal problems

from puberty to late life.

Dr. Vliet is a 2014 Ellis Island Medal of Honor recipient

for her national and international educational efforts in

health, wellness, and endocrine aging in men and women,

and is recognized in the US as a motivational speaker in

health and wellness and a powerful patient advocate,

proponent of free market approaches to lower health–care

costs. Dr. Vliet is the recipient of Voice of Women Award

from Arizona Foundation for Women in recognition of her

pioneering advocacy for the overlooked hormone connec-

tions in women’s health.

Dr. Vliet’s consumer health books include: It’s My

Ovaries, Stupid; Screaming To Be Heard: Hormonal Con-

nections Women Suspect — And Doctors STILL Ignore;

Women, Weight and Hormones: A Weight–Loss Plan for

Women Over 35; and The Savvy Woman’s Guide to PCOS:

How to Regain Energy, Vitality and Hormone Balance.

Dr. Vliet is a past director of the Association of Ameri-

can Physicians and Surgeons (AAPS), a member of the

AAPS Editorial Writing Team on health–care reform, and

a member of International Menopause Society and the

International Society for The Study of the Aging Male

(ISSAM). She received her M.D. degree and internship in

internal medicine at Eastern Virginia Medical School, and

completed specialty training at Johns Hopkins Hospital.

She earned her B.S. and master’s degrees from the College

of William and Mary in Virginia.

Dr. Vliet has appeared on FOX NEWS, Cavuto, Stuart

Varney Show, Fox and Friends, Sean Hannity and many

nationally syndicated radio shows across the country as

well as presented hundreds of Healthcare Town Halls

addressing the economic and medical impact of the 2010

health–care law and free market reforms, as well as

seminars and radio shows on health–care reform, men’s

health and women’s health.

Death toll mounts with U.S, Food and Drug Administration denial of HCQ for outpatient coronavirus therapy
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By Communications Office
comms@freshfromflorida.com
Commissioner Nikki Fried

TALLAHASSEE — Florida Agriculture Commis-

sioner Nikki Fried and fellow members of the

National Association of State Departments of

Agriculture (NASDA) recently voted to amend the

association’s guiding principles to include a new

Diversity, Inclusion, and Racial Equity Policy

Framework.

“For generations, discrimination has had a role in

shaping our nation’s agriculture system, determin-

ing who owns, accesses, and benefits from farmland,

and steering resources to certain communities —

and black and brown communities have started out

with disadvantages, lacking access to family land,

wealth, and other resources,” said Fried. “I’m

honored to have participated in this historic action,

and I’m proud of NASDA for formalizing its commit-

ment to building greater equity within agriculture

and our nation as a whole. There’s still a lot of work

to be done to ensure the values of diversity, inclu-

sion, and racial equity are prioritized within

America’s agriculture community — this vote marks

important progress and hope for the future.”

The amendment to create a new Diversity,

Inclusion, and Racial Equity Policy Framework to be

included in NASDA’s guiding principles was passed

unanimously today in the NASDA Business Meeting

during the final day of the association’s annual

meeting, which was held virtually this year due to

the COVID–19 pandemic. Commissioner Fried spoke

in support and voted to send the amendment to the

full membership for consideration along with other

NASDA members participating in yesterday’s Rural

Development & Financial Security Committee

meeting.

Since taking office, Fried has worked to modern-

ize the Florida Department of Agriculture and

Consumer Services (FDACS). Days after being sworn

in, she announced personnel policy revisions to

ensure equal protection, making FDACS the first

agency in Florida’s government to ban discrimina-

tion on the basis of sexual orientation and gender

identity. Fried also established a new Director of

Diversity and Inclusion position within FDACS, to

help build stronger relationships with communities

that have been historically disenfranchised and

increase outreach and involvement among those

communities, including awareness of consumer

services resources and opportunities in Florida

agriculture.

NASDA’s policy process is led by guiding prin-

ciples, designed to provide for a comprehensive,

coordinated, and inclusive agricultural policy. The

full text of the new guiding principle can be read

below:

Diversity, Inclusion, and Racial Equity:

NASDA recognizes that the roots of racism run

deep in our shared history which we must address.

NASDA believes that the future of agriculture is best

served when all of those in the agriculture commu-

nity are empowered regardless of race, gender,

sexual orientation, and/or religious creed. NASDA

believes that diversity and inclusion are fundamen-

tal principles of a sustainable agricultural commu-

nity and necessary to advance the agricultural

industry in the United States. NASDA strongly

commits itself and its policies to inclusion, outreach,

and engagement to embrace diversity 32 within the

agriculture sector and to combat racism in all forms.

l NASDA supports all genders, races, creeds,

religions, sexual orientations, and backgrounds of

agricultural community members. To further that

end, NASDA members support the following:

l NASDA believes federal, state, and local policy

should strive to support all agricultural communities

equitably

l NASDA supports programs consistent with

NASDA’s guiding principles that offer the opportu-

nity to advance diversity, inclusion, and racial equity

l NASDA believes that federal policy should

support local and regional collaborations that are

broadly inclusive and focused on achieving racial

equity

l NASDA believes that federal, state, and local

governments must play a key role in collaborations

for achieving racial equity, centering community,

and leveraging institutional partnerships

Agriculture Commissioner Nikki Fried joins historic vote on NASDA Diversity, Inclusion, Racial Equity Policy
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By Leslie H. Smith
lhsmith@floridabar.org
The Florida Bar

The Florida Bar, the state’s guardian for the integrity

of the legal profession, announces that the Florida

Supreme Court in recent court orders disciplined 11

attorneys, disbarring one, revoking the license of one,

suspending eight and reprimanding one. One attorney

was also placed on probation and ordered to pay restitu-

tion.

Attorneys suspended for periods of 91 days and longer

must undergo a rigorous process to regain their law

licenses including proving rehabilitation. Disciplinary

revocation is tantamount to disbarment.

The summaries of ordered issued are from July 28 to

Aug. 20, 2020.

As an official arm of the Florida Supreme Court, The

Florida Bar and its Department of Lawyer Regulation

are charged with administering a statewide disciplinary

system to enforce Supreme Court rules of professional

conduct for the more than 108,000 members of The

Florida Bar. Key discipline case files that are public

record are posted to attorneys’ individual online Florida

Bar profiles. To view discipline documents, follow these

steps. Information on the discipline system and how to

file a complaint are available at www.floridabar.org/

attorneydiscipline.

Court orders are not final until time expires to file a

rehearing motion and, if filed, determined. The filing of

such a motion does not alter the effective date of the

discipline. Disbarred lawyers may not re–apply for

admission for five years. They are required to go through

an extensive process that includes a rigorous background

check and retaking the Bar exam.

l Michael Jonathan Braunschweig, 5455 S.W. 8th St.,

Suite 255, Coral Gables, disciplinary revocation with

leave to seek readmission after five years effective

immediately following a July 30 court order. (Admitted to

practice: 2011) Braunschweig neglected and/or aban-

doned client matters and failed to communicate and keep

clients reasonably informed. Braunschweig had previ-

ously been suspended for failing to respond to Bar

inquiries. (Case No: SC20–952)

l LeesaAnn Nicole Dodds, 412 E. Madison St., Suite

909, Tampa, suspended effective 30 days following an

Aug. 6 court order. (Admitted to practice: 2014) Dodds

failed to respond to an official Bar inquiry and the Bar

filed a Petition for Contempt and Request for Order to

Show Cause with The Florida Supreme Court. The Court

issued an Order to Show Cause and Dodds failed to

respond. (Court Case No: SC20–834)

l Michael Joseph Gabor, 1636 Arrowhead Trail,

Neptune Beach, suspended for three years effective nunc

pro tunc to Jan. 18, 2020 following an Aug. 6 court order.

(Admitted to practice: 2009) Gabor pleaded no contest to

one count of felony aggravated battery (causing great

bodily harm) after a domestic altercation in his home.

Gabor also failed to notify the Bar of his felony arrest and

charges. (Case No: SC19–2112)

l Anton Aggrey Gammons, P.O. Box 682048, Orlando,

suspended for 30 days effective 30 days following a July

30 court order. (Admitted to practice: 2011) Gammons

pleaded no contest to possessing cocaine, 20 grams or less

of cannabis and drug paraphernalia. After Gammons

successfully completed Veteran’s Court, the criminal

charges were dismissed. (Case No: SC20–1028)

l Alan Douglas Henderson, 230 Canal Blvd., Suite 3,

Ponte Vedra Beach, suspended for 30 days and directed

to attend ethics school and a professionalism workshop

effective 30 days following a July 31 court order. (Admit-

ted to practice: 1984) Henderson represented a close

family friend who had filed a petition for injunction for

protection against domestic violence against her hus-

band. Henderson instructed his client to break into a safe

containing the husband’s records and after reviewing the

confidential medical records, Henderson made copies to

use at an upcoming proceeding. (Case No: SC19–517)

l Albert Hessberg III, 80 State St., Albany, N.Y.,

disbarred effective 30 days following an Aug. 20 court

order. (Admitted to practice: 1983) A client authorized

Coggin to charge $1,500 to her credit card to represent

her in a divorce proceeding. Coggin subsequently made

eight additional charges to the card without the client’s

permission, totaling $12,000 In another matter, Coggin

knowingly overcharged a client by $1,000. This is a

reciprocal discipline action, based on an order from the

Supreme Court of New York. (Case No: SC19–2134)

l Kevin E. Paul, PO Box 938, St. Petersburg, sus-

pended for one year effective 30 days from an Aug. 6

court order. (Admitted to practice: 2006) While represent-

ing Roberta Kaplan in multiple foreclosure litigation

cases, Paul filed numerous motions to quash service of

process, challenging the validity of the plaintiffs’ at-

tempts to serve Kaplan. Paul did not independently

investigate to determine the validity of service or if his

client was evading service. Kaplan never executed any

document in Paul’s presence and Paul took no step to

verify the authenticity of her signature. His actions

caused significant and unjust delays in litigation. (Case

No: SC20–1045)

l Peter Arnold Robertson, 5575 A1A South, Suite 116,

Saint Augustine, suspended for 90 days and required to

complete ethics school and a professionalism workshop

effective 30 days following an Aug. 6 court order.

(Admitted to practice: 1991) Robertson, an attorney and

general contractor who owns a construction company,

referred clients of his law firm to his construction

company without advising them to seek independent

counsel and without putting the terms of the business

transaction in writing with the clients’ informed consent.

Robertson represented a married couple against the

seller of a home for failing to disclose mold and water

damage. The husband fired Robertson after discovering

an impermissible personal relationship had developed

between Robertson and his wife. Despite the conflict of

interest, and having been fired by the husband,

Robertson filed documents with the court on behalf of

both clients. (Case No: SC20–1050)

l William S. Saliba, 1065 W. Morse Blvd., Suite 101,

Winter Park, public reprimand and required to complete

ethics school effective 15 days following a July 30 court

order. (Admitted to practice: 2015) Saliba engaged in a

pattern of misconduct during his association with a

business that assists clients in exiting their timeshare

contracts. Saliba did not personally meet with the clients,

and he had no direct supervision of the employees who

communicated with the clients and the timeshare

companies. One client filed a Bar complaint alleging that

Saliba failed to diligently represent him and failed to

provide adequate communication concerning his legal

matter. (Case No: SC20–315)

l Adrian Shiand Webster–Cooley, 8451 Gate Parkway

West, Suite 23, Jacksonville, suspended for three years

followed by one–year of probation and must pay restitu-

tion, effective nunc pro tunc to May 18, 2020, following a

July 30 court order. (Admitted to practice: 2017)

Webster–Cooley joined with nonlawyers through “The

Criminal Defense League,” which solicited clients

nationwide via the internet for mostly criminal matters.

Nonlawyers handled all aspects of cases, harming clients,

and clients had trouble communicating with employees.

The Criminal Defense League listed Webster–Cooley as

managing attorney though he had no actual involvement

in any of the cases. He also created Criminal Defense

League Processing, Inc., solely for the purpose of

receiving client funds and transmitting that money to the

nonlawyers. (Case No: SC20–561)

l Randall Albert Werre, P.O. Box 387, Milton,

suspended for three years effective immediately following

a July 22 court order. (Admitted to practice: 1984) Werre

was held in contempt of the Court’s orders dated Sept. 12,

2019, and Dec. 4, 2019, for failing to notify clients,

opposing counsel and tribunals of his suspension. (Case

No: SC20–829)

l About The Florida Bar

Founded in 1949, The Florida Bar serves the legal

profession for the protection and benefit of both the public

and all Florida lawyers. As one of the nation’s largest

mandatory bars, The Florida Bar fosters and upholds a

high standard of integrity and competence within

Florida’s legal profession as an official arm of the Florida

Supreme Court. To learn more, visit FloridaBar.org.

Florida Supreme Court disciplines 11 attorneys, summaries of orders issued from July 28 to Aug. 20, 2020
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By William Troner
atlcwat@aol.com
President
Temple Beth Sholom

For more than 3,300 years, Jews have ushered in the

New Year with blasts from the shofar, the ram’s horn. The

ritual of blowing the shofar comes from Leviticus 23:24,

where the Torah commands Jews on Rosh Hashanah to

“observe a solemn rest — a day of remembrance, of

sounding the shofar.”

Rabbi Craig Mayers of Temple Beth Sholom explains,

“the sound of the shofar serves as a kind of alarm clock to

wake us up, spiritually. This time of year we take stock of

our lives: Are we where we hoped we would be a year ago?

What work remains to be done to better ourselves? And

what will we pray the New Year holds for us?”

With COVID–19 cases still in large numbers in Florida,

Temple Beth Sholom, as with many other synagogues,

churches, and mosques, has curtailed in–person atten-

dance at services. The observance of Rosh Hashanah and

Yom Kippur — the Jewish “High Holy Days” — will see

services limited to about 20 percent of its membership

in–person, with the remaining 80 percent participating by

Zoom.

Even so, the services will have a distinctly 2020 flavor

to them, as participants in–house will wear masks and

maintain physical distance.

“The dilemma for Jews this year,” says Rabbi Mayers,

“is how can we celebrate these holy days while keeping our

congregation safe? It’s important for us to find unique and

innovative ways so that 100% of our members can come

together — even if electronically — to perform our most

ancient and important rituals.”

To this end, Rabbi Mayers has decided to take one of

the most iconic moments of the High Holidays — the

blowing of the shofar — out of the sanctuary. Members will

instead remain safely in their cars in the parking lot, while

the shofar is sounded in their midst. “The central mitzvah,

or commandment, of Rosh Hashanah is to hear the shofar

— and we found a way for everyone to safely do just that,”

Rabbi Mayers said.

Another ritual associated with Rosh Hashanah is

Tashlich, the symbolic casting out of sins. Jews typically do

this by going to a flowing body of water and tossing in

bread, meant to represent discarding of sin. This year, it’ll

be conducted with masks and physical distancing along the

banks of the Indian River.

Rabbi Mayers looks forward to returning to “normal”

services as soon as it’s safe. “But,” he points out, “the

highest value in the Jewish religion is the preservation of

human life. We will always act with this as our guiding

principle.”

Anyone interested in attending the “drive–in” shofar

service is invited to come to the parking lot of Temple Beth

Sholom at 2 p.m. on Sunday, Sept. 20. The Tashlich ritual

will follow immediately afterward.

Rabbi Craig Mayers of Temple Beth Sholom to preserve Jewish rituals during pandemic with drive–in service

Beverly Morgan is September Artist of the Month at Studios of Cocoa Beach
The Studios of Cocoa Beach, 165 Minuteman Causeway in downtown Cocoa Beach, has announced its September

Artist of the Month, Beverly Morgan of Viera.

Her unique, hand–crafted Jewelry is on display at this gallery, which features the work of 20 local artists in a variety

of mediums

Morgan has always been a creative person. Her journey began when she taught home economics to high–school

students, including textiles, tailoring, and pattern design. All that fabric got her interested in quilting and led her to own

a quilt shop in in Wisconsin. Designing inspired her to take semester–long courses in drawing and painting.

Having a collection of gemstones peaked an interest in jewelry so she studied silversmithing at the College of DuPage

in Illinois and the William Holland School of Lapidary Arts in Georgia. In Brevard, she continues to learn as part of the

Brevard Rock and Gem Club.

Not limited to silver, she also works with copper and cold connections. Her designs use stones, gems, copper, silver,

whatever strikes her fancy as she explores a variety of materials and techniques.

“All of this was a way to enrich my life, creatively, emotionally and socially,” said Morgan. One of her pieces, a pair of

silk cocoon earrings, will be the prize in the Studios of Cocoa Beach’s monthly giveaway. You can enter in person or click

on the QR code displayed in the Studios of Cocoa Beach window.

At this time, the Studios of Cocoa Beach is open for limited hours, from 3:30–8 p.m. on Friday, and 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. on

Saturday, and by appointment. This is subject to change, so call (321) 613–3480 to confirm hours or make an appoint-

ment. You can view profiles of the Studios artists, see more views of Morgan’s work, and learn about this nonprofit gallery

at www.studiosofcocoabeach.org.
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By Brian Baluta
bbaluta@spacecoastedc.org
Director of Communications and Partner Relations
EDC of Florida’s Space Coast

Joe Mayer, director of government relations for

Lockheed Martin Space in Florida and current chairman

of the Economic Development Commission of Florida’s

Space Coast (EDC), has been appointed to the statewide

board of directors of FloridaMakes.

FloridaMakes is an industry–led, public–private

partnership operated by an alliance of Florida’s regional

manufacturers associations, including the EDC’s Regional

Manufacturing Association of Florida’s Space Coast

(MASC), with the sole mission of strengthening and

advancing Florida’s economy by improving the competi-

tiveness, productivity and technological performance of its

manufacturing sector, with an emphasis on small and

medium–sized firms. Through Florida’s regional manufac-

turers associations and participating partners, the

network provides technology adoption, business growth

and talent–development services that are customized to

meet the needs and opportunities of individual companies.

In addition to his role as EDC chairman, Mayer has 41

years’ experience in government and community relations,

national security affairs and U.S. space exploration policy

in Washington, D.C., Texas and Florida. He worked

previously for The Boeing Co., Rockwell International, the

Senate Intelligence Committee and U.S. Sen. Jake Garn

(R–Utah). Mayer is chairman of Citizens for Space

Exploration, a national grassroots organization advocating

U.S. leadership in space exploration.

He is also a board member of the Astronaut Scholar-

ship Foundation, the Astronauts Memorial Foundation,

Visit Florida, and the Florida Defense Contractors

Association.

“As EDC chair, Joe is an engaged and sincere leader on

behalf of the people of Brevard County and Lockheed

Martin,” said EDC President and CEO Lynda Weather-

man. “We are confident he will bring those qualities and

energy to the board and mission of our partner

FloridaMakes.”

“The EDC is leading the charge on manufacturing

development in Brevard working with the broad spectrum

of companies that comprise this critically important sector

of our county’s economy,” said Mayer. “I am pleased to

serve on the board of FloridaMakes, and look forward to

working with colleagues throughout the state to advance

the cause of manufacturing in Florida, promoting tech

workforce initiatives, creating new business opportunities,

and expanding manufacturing capacity. Working together

as business partners and with our elected officials, I am

confident that growth in manufacturing will help drive our

recovery from COVID–19 and chart a path to long–term

economic success for Florida.”

“We are excited to welcome Joe to our board,” said

Kevin Carr, FloridaMakes CEO. “His background and

experience in Florida’s aviation and space industry are a

valuable addition to our organization as we continue to

support the manufacturing sector’s growth in Florida.”

The FloridaMakes board is comprised of these repre-

sentatives around the state:

l Ray Aguerrevere, vice president, Custom Metal

Designs, Inc., Oakland;

l Abe Alangadan, senior manager, PPM, Deliver,

Johnson & Johnson Vision Inc., Jacksonville;

l Bayne Beecher, senior manager supply chain, New

South Window Solutions, North Venice;

l Larry Bull, president and CEO, Createch Machine &

Design, Lakeland;

l Kevin Carr, CEO, FloridaMakes, Orlando;

l Andra Cornelius, senior vice president, business and

workforce development, CareerSource Florida, Tallahas-

see;

l James Hodge, plant manager, CEREX Advanced

Fabrics, Cantonment;

l Chip Howison, vice president of operations, Barrett

Outdoor Living, Brooksville;

l John Krug, economic development manager, Niagara

Bottling Inc., Groveland;

l Betsy McGee, president, ADI Metal, Fort Lauderdale;

l Dr. Jerry Parrish, chief economist and director of

research, Florida Chamber Foundation, Tallahassee;

l Bob Provitola, division vice president, manufacturing

and repair global collaborations, Mitsubishi Hitachi Power

Systems Americas Inc., Orlando;

l Roy Sweatman, president, Southern Manufacturing

Technologies Inc., Tampa.

FloridaMakes is the official representative of the

Manufacturing Extension Partnership (MEP) National

Network in the state of Florida, a program of the National

Institute of Standards and Technology, an agency of the

U.S. Department of Commerce.

To date, Florida manufacturers who received services

through the FloridaMakes network have reported a

combined total of over $1.6 billion dollars in measurable

economic impacts and created or retained 10,207 manufac-

turing jobs since the program started delivering services in

2016.

l About the Economic Development Commission of

Florida’s Space Coast

The Economic Development Commission of Florida’s

Space Coast (EDC) is dedicated to attracting new business

and investment and expanding existing industry through-

out the Space Coast, influencing change on government

laws and regulations affecting economic development,

promoting the Space Coast to encourage new investment,

supporting efforts of Space Coast military installations,

and relaying new programs and procedures to assist

manufacturing and high–tech companies.

The EDC is a private, not–for–profit coalition whose

stakeholders are business leaders committed to the

economic growth and stability of Florida’s Space Coast.

Visit www.SpaceCoastEDC.org.

EDC Chairman Joe Mayer appointed to FloridaMakes board, joins entity representing manufacturing industry
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KISSIMMEE — As the holiday season approaches,

Gaylord Palms has announced a new one–of–a–kind

marquee Christmas pop–up experience that will debut

Nov. 13 and run through Jan. 3. Called “I Love Christmas

Movies,” the new experience presents a multi–sensory

exhibition in collaboration with Warner Bros. Consumer

Products allowing guests to experience beloved holiday

movies in a completely new way.

The pop–up experience anchors Gaylord Palms’ lineup

of renowned annual Christmas programming, promising

an enchanting holiday celebration this year.

With the unveiling of the new I Love Christmas Movies

immersive pop–up experience, visitors will enjoy enhanced

holiday fun and delights as they discover this exclusive

activity offered only at Gaylord Hotels for a limited time.

I Love Christmas Movies presents a fully immersive

exhibit featuring key moments from some of the most

iconic Warner Bros. Pictures Christmas movies, including

“The Polar Express” and A Christmas Story.”

As guests navigate the multi–sensory exhibits, they will

enjoy more than 13 fully immersive scenes complete with

replicas of film props, audio clips and more, making

participants feel as if they have stepped into part of the

actual story. Guests will travel with Buddy the Elf from

Santa’s North Pole workshop to New York City; take

photos in front of the Griswold’s house adorned with

thousands of Christmas lights; and more.

For almost two decades, Gaylord Palms has become

legendary for providing magical holiday events and

activities for winter visitors to experience, and this year

will be no different. A lineup of additional signature

activities and experiences visitors have come to know and

love over the years is being developed and will be featured

alongside the new I Love Christmas Movies experience.

With a full lineup to be announced soon, visitors can

look forward to experiences such as ice tubing, scavenger

hunts, gingerbread decorating, elf training academy,

holiday stage shows and much more, all to be enjoyed

within acres of airy indoor atriums decorated with millions

of twinkling holiday lights, towering Christmas trees and

thousands of shimmering ornaments.

“The holidays are the perfect time of year to make

memories with friends and family, and we know that this

year more than ever, guests will be looking for places

where they can celebrate the magic of the season in a safe

environment,” said General Manager Johann Krieger.

“This year we are excited to present the new I Love

Christmas Movies experience, along with our other

amazing events and activities our guests have come to

know and love.”

As the safety of guests and STARS (employees) is of

paramount importance, the Christmas at Gaylord Palms

program is being developed in accordance with Marriott’s

“Commitment to Clean” program and with enhanced

protocols and social–distancing measures. Programming

will also operate in consideration with the latest local,

state and federal legislation.

Overnight Christmas packages including admission

into the I Love Christmas Movies immersive pop–up

experience are available to book now. Tickets for all the

events and activities for Christmas at Gaylord Palms will

go on sale in early October.

For more information about the I Love Christmas

Movies pop–up and Christmas programming, visit

ChristmasatGaylordPalms.com, which will be updated

with this year’s lineup soon.

Gaylord Palms Resorts unveils new signature immersive holiday experience — ‘I Love Christmas Movies’
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 321-674-7007    weVENTURE@fit.edu    weventure.fit.edu    weVENTURE    weVENTURE

Funded in part through a cooperative agreement with the U.S. Small Business Administration.

Personalized Business Coaching
Small Group Workshops
Public Webinars

Thanks to a special partnership with the U.S. Small Business 
Administration, weVENTURE is proud to o�er programming 

to help sustain your business—and even grow your 
revenues—during this challenging time. 

Support is complimentary for qualifying businesses.

To participate in the weVENTURE COVID-19 Emergency 
Support Program or for more information, contact

321-674-7007 or weventure@fit.edu
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Please see Barry University in Melbourne, page 19

Barry University names community–minded Huertas as regional recruitment
manager; programs include bachelor’s in IT and in emergency management
By Ken Datzman

Lori Marie Huertas, who has worked in higher educa-

tion in Florida for the past two decades, is the new regional

recruitment manager for Barry University in Melbourne.

The Miami Shores–based Catholic university operates

the School of Career and Professional Education in

Melbourne. Huertas works closely with prospective

students explaining Barry University’s programs and

services.

The school offers a range of degree programs at the

campus on North Wickham Road, including a bachelor’s in

information technology, a bachelor’s in emergency

management, and a master’s of public administration.

Huertas has experience in many facets of higher

education and has worked for Florida Atlantic University,

Polytechnic University in Orlando, and Valencia College.

Most recently, she was a research analyst at Polytech-

nic University, whose flagship campus is in San Juan,

Puerto Rico. Huertas was also an adjunct professor

teaching psychology at Valencia College. She has been a

high school teacher and an elementary school teacher, too.

“I’m passionate about education,” said Huertas, who is

also a doctoral student in educational leadership at Barry

University. Her specialization is military families. “About

70 percent of the Barry University students at the

Melbourne campus are veterans,” she said.

Her son is now serving in the U.S. Army. Andres

Huertas is at Fort Campbell, Ky. He graduated from

Officer Candidate School and is a lieutenant.

“When I was working on my master’s degree at Palm

Beach Atlantic University, there were times when I

brought him to class. He was 5 years old. The professors

would let him sit in a seat. At the time, I was also working

for Palm Beach Atlantic University. I was a very busy

mother.”

She said her son gained from that classroom experi-

ence. “He wrote a book called ‘My Mommy Goes to PBA.’

He used stick figures. In that book, he said when he was

older, he was going to go to college just like his mother did.

He said he was going to ‘study math and sports.’ My son

got his bachelor’s degree in accounting, his master’s degree

in homeland security, and will be starting his doctorate in

January. He’s my inspiration. Because of him, I’ve become

very active as an advocate for veterans.”

Lori Marie Huertas is an Ambassador for the

Melbourne Regional Chamber’s Blue Star Families.

Blue Star Families, a national nonprofit organization,

was founded by military spouses in 2009 to empower these

families to thrive as they serve. Blue Star helps strengthen

military families by connecting them with their neighbors

— individuals and organizations — to create vibrant

communities of mutual support.

“We believe we’re all stronger when we take care of one

another,” said Huertas, who is also a trainer for the

National Veterans Chamber of Commerce, as well as a

United Service Organizations Inc. virtual trainer on “The

Five Love Languages for Military Families.”

Huertas said she came across the “Five Love Lan-

guages” book by Cary Chapman in the library of a private

elementary school where she was teaching in 2005. The

Five Love Languages for Military Families are “acts of

service, quality time, physical touch, receiving gifts, and

words of affirmation.”

“I recently did a presentation online for Patrick Air

Force Base families.” In her presentations, she explores

how The Five Love Languages impact teachers, military

families, husbands and wives, the workplace, and children.

Huertas also volunteers at the Early Learning Coalition

of Orange County as a Virtual Live Storytime Reader, and

is a board member of Brevard C.A.R.E.S. The latter

organization is Brevard Family Partnership’s innovative,

voluntary child–abuse prevention program designed to

protect children, strengthen families, and change lives.

“I really believe in giving back to the community,” she

said. “I encourage others to volunteer. It’s like the old

saying ‘it takes a village to raise a child.’ Organizations

always needs volunteers.”

Huertas is a virtual bingo volunteer for nursing homes

in the area. “I started doing virtual bingos to help cheer up

the elderly who were depressed because of COVID–19.”

Huertas said she is a big fan of the late Mother Teresa.

“I’m always reading her books and watching her old

interviews. Barry University was started in 1940 by nuns.

Initially, it was a female–only school. Later, it became co–

educational. Because we are a Catholic institution, we

have a lot of volunteer groups that do charitable work in

communities. We’re proud of that.”

On Oct. 7, 1950, Mother Teresa received permission

from the Holy See to start her own order, “The Missionar-

ies of Charity.” Her work has been recognized and

acclaimed throughout the world.

Barry University started its fall session Aug. 26. The

School of Career and Professional Education is known for

Lori Marie Huertas, who has worked in higher education for the past two decades, is the regional recruitment manager at Barry University in
Melbourne. She is studying for her doctorate in educational leadership from the Miami Shores–based Catholic institution. Huertas is deeply
involved as a volunteer in the region with a range of organizations, including Blue Star Families, Brevard C.A.R.E.S., and the Early Learning
Coalition of Orange County. She is especially entrenched in organizations that help veterans. Her son Andres serves in the U.S. Army.

BBN photo — Adrienne B. Roth
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Please see Tippmann Innovation, page 21

Indiana–based Tippmann Innovation expands, opens office in Melbourne;
cold–storage facility builder uses cutting–edge technologies; CEBA award
By Ken Datzman

Cold–storage construction is one of the

fastest–growing markets for the food–

storage industry.

And a key player in that segment has

expanded from its Midwest base and has

opened an office in Melbourne, better

positioning itself to serve Florida and other

markets.

Cold–storage growth is being driven by

surging e–commerce grocery sales and a

host of other dynamics.

New cutting–edge technologies and

automation allow facility users to stream-

line processes and improve productivity.

Computer technology like three–

dimensional modeling, virtual imaging,

and laser scanning are all used in the

design and construction of cold–storage

facilities.

The Food Marketing Institute predicts

that within the next 10 years, 70 percent of

American households will regularly do

some grocery shopping online.

“A massive influx of e–commerce is

fueling the cold–storage construction

industry,” said businessman Rob Adams, a

principal at Tippmann Innovation, a

specialty, industrial cold–storage construc-

tion and engineering firm that builds

nationwide and is headquartered in Fort

Wayne, Ind.

“E–commerce is where the big upswing

in this industry is going to be over the next

few years. Amazon, for example, has a lot

of ‘dry’ products, but e–commerce, frozen

and fresh–food delivery are going to be

changing in a big way as shopping patterns

of consumers shift. And it’s going to change

the way companies have their buildings

designed. So we are already moving

forward with the way we design cold–

storage buildings, focusing a little bit more

on e–commerce,” said Adams.

Online food sales and direct–to–

consumer food–delivery services are fueling

demand for more refrigerated warehouses

in the U.S.

CBRE Group Inc. (a commercial real

estate firm) estimates that demand for

cold–storage space will rise by 100 million

square feet during the next five years.

That’s an increase of roughly 47 percent

from the current level of 214 million square

feet. CBRE says the “cold–storage renais-

sance is in its early days.”

The CBRE report also says small

markets likely will see more cold–storage

construction.

Most construction of cold–storage

buildings has taken place in large markets,

but rising land costs and other factors are

likely to push developers and users to

smaller markets near metropolitan areas.

“We see a lot of opportunity in the years

ahead for new construction of cold–storage

complexes,” said Adams.

Nearly 48 percent of the cold–storage

inventory in America is comprised of pre–

1980 warehouses, built before the introduc-

tion of full automation. These older

facilities are often inadequately insulated

and suffer from high–energy consumption

and shorter food shelf life.

Tippmann Innovation has built many

cold–storage warehousing facilities for the

food industry. “They are large distributions

centers,” said Adams. “Locally, Walmart

built a cold–storage facility (640,000 square

feet) in Cocoa. From a reference stand-

point, these are the types of facilities that

we build nationally.”

He added, “We serve a niche market.

We are a specialist in cold and refrigerated

building design. And it takes a specialty

contractor to build the types of facilities

that we construct around the nation.”

With the advent of innovative technolo-

gies, it is now possible to transport fresh,

perishable food products and biological

drug products around the world while

ensuring the safety and integrity of the

goods.

Key to the effort of bringing these goods

to market is refrigerated warehousing and

cold storage.

Tippmann Innovation’s business roots

go back more than 50 years. Today, the

partners are Sam Tippmann, Josh Koester,

and Adams, all industry veterans.

“Sam Tippmann has deep roots in

Brevard County,” said Adams. “He grew up

in Brevard and met his wife here. The

Tippmann family has a rich history in the

cold–storage industry.”

About six years ago, the Tippmann

family relocated from Fort Wayne to

Brevard County, which eventually led to

the opening of an office in Melbourne.

“Our corporate office in Fort Wayne has

been a great base for a long time,” said

Adams. “When we construct buildings, our

teams of project managers and superinten-

dents travel to different sites. We build all

Fort Wayne, Ind.–based Tippmann Innovation, an award–winning specialty, industrial cold–storage builder, now employs 13 people at its new office in
Melbourne. The three principles of the company are, from left: Rob Adams, Sam Tippmann, and Josh Koester. They work at the Melbourne office. Adams said
his company is looking to bring more staffers here from Indiana. Tippmann Innovation was recently presented with the Controlled Environment Building
Association’s ‘Built by the Best Award’ at the CEBA’s annual conference in Miami. The award recognizes the year’s most innovative and complex temperature–
controlled facility. Tippmann Innovation built the 180,000–square–foot award winning meat processing facility for Wolverine Packing Co. in Detroit.

BBN photo — Adrienne B. Roth
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By Kelly Plummer (kelly@superstarpr.com)
and Michael Deering (michael@superstarpr.com)
SuperStarPR

MINNEAPOLIS — Aug. 31, 2020 — Bell Bank has

hired Katie Mattis Sarver, a former two–time Executive of

the Year for Major League Soccer — Corporate Partner-

ships, as community development officer serving Bell’s

major markets nationwide.

In this new position, Mattis Sarver will work closely

with Bell’s executive leadership, community outreach task

forces and community leaders to help guide the bank in

assisting neighborhoods, minority–owned businesses and

nonprofit organizations in communities historically

underserved by financial institutions.

Michael Solberg, Bell Bank president and CEO, pointed

out that Bell’s hiring of a community development officer

has been a natural progression from the company’s

people–focused approach and its long tradition of commu-

nity giving — perhaps best embodied in Bell’s unique Pay

It Forward initiative, which has empowered more than

$16 million in charitable giving since 2008 to individuals,

families, organizations and causes chosen by employees.

COVID–19 and the social justice protests have brought

those needs even more to the forefront, Solberg said,

making Mattis Sarver’s hiring even more timely.

“We are challenging ourselves to understand how we as

a financial institution can more effectively help create

systemic change — the Bell way,” Solberg said. “Bell was

founded on relationships and personal connections within

our community. As we continue to join new communities

and neighborhoods, we want to build meaningful relation-

ships, one customer at a time, through the work of our

team members and how we pay it forward.

“Katie’s role is to lead our efforts in fostering new

community relationships through listening, building trust

and finding ways to take action together.”

Bell Bank’s community development officer and

outreach task forces (primarily in the Fargo, Minn., and

Phoenix markets) will work with business owners,

minority–owned businesses, nonprofit organizations and

civic leaders.

Mattis Sarver and Bell’s task force members will seek

genuine relationships with local leaders to understand

their unique challenges and help guide how Bell and its

workforce can play a role through business development,

capital investments, philanthropic gifts and other efforts

including specialized lending programs, programs to

increase business and individual bankability, and support

of minority home ownership.

“I’m excited to join Bell,” said Mattis Sarver. “The

culture is second to none. To have an opportunity to work

with so many great people to collectively listen and take

action, and continue to help the communities where we

live and raise our families, is the an opportunity of a

lifetime and a true honor.”

As the only person twice named Major League Soccer

Corporate Partnerships Executive of the Year, Mattis

Sarver has successfully served organizations inside and

outside of sports building strategy and operating in the

areas of community development, corporate giving,

revenue generation and retention, client relations, event

production and operations, broadcast and marketing.

Before joining Bell, Mattis Sarver was an executive

team member and senior vice president for corporate

partnerships for Minnesota United Football Club and

Allianz Field.

Mattis Sarver is a graduate of Hamline University in

St. Paul.

l About Bell Bank

Founded in 1966 and headquartered in Fargo, N.D.,

Bell Bank (Member FDIC, Equal Housing Lender) is one

of the nation’s largest independently owned banks, with

more than $8.2 billion in assets and full–service banking

locations in North Dakota, Minnesota and Arizona. Since

2008, Bell’s “Pay it Forward” initiative has empowered

more than $16 million in charitable giving by providing

every full–time employee $1,000 and every part–time

employee $500 each year to give as they choose to individu-

als, families and organizations in need.

Former Executive of Year for Major League Soccer now leading community development efforts for Bell Bank

PSC accepts judge’s order for Duke Energy
Florida to return $16 million to customers

TALLAHASSEE — The Florida Public Service

Commission (PSC) has adopted an Administrative Law

Judge’s (ALJ) recommendation to enter a final order

finding that Duke Energy Florida LLC (DEF) failed to

demonstrate “that it acted prudently in operating its

Bartow Unit 4 plant in restoring the unit to service after

the February 2017 forced outage.”

The total $16.1 million for replacement power costs —

resulting from the steam turbine outages from April 2017

through September 2019 — will be returned to DEF

customers.

“We accepted the ALJ’s Recommended Order, as filed,

finding no legal basis for rejecting or modifying the factual

findings or conclusions of law,” said PSC Chairman Gary

Clark. “The Florida Statutes set a high bar for rejecting an

ALJ’s findings, and we accept the ALJ’s recommendation

that DEF’s customers deserve restitution for the Bartow

Unit 4 forced outage.”

Because the PSC conducts all of its proceedings under

Florida’s sunshine law, it cannot close a hearing, even one

dealing extensively with confidential materials. In

recognition of the confidential nature of the witnesses’

testimony in this docket, the PSC referred the issue of the

replacement power costs associated with the February

2017 outage at the Bartow Unit 4 plant to the Division of

Administrative Hearings in November 2019 for further

proceedings and entry of a recommended order.

DEF serves roughly 1.8 million customers in Florida.

For additional information on this announcement, visit

www.floridapsc.com.

� Available Immediately
� Industrial or Manufacturing Use
� Fenced Yard

For Lease 63,750 Square Feet

4401 Fortune Place
$8.50 / SF / NNN

Contact Aaron Anderson  �  aaron@CIA-developers.com
321-723-3400 ext. 208

REAL ESTATE

� Near Airport, Northrop Grumman,
      L3Harris, I-95 & Ellis Rd. Interchange
� Upwards of 200 Parking Spaces
� Dock High Doors, Ramp, & Ground
        Level Loading
� 100% Air Conditioned
� 25' Roll Up Door
� West Melbourne, Florida
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Community Credit Union 
has staff ready to 
answer questions, take 
loan applications, offer 
assistance, and help 
with day-to-day       
transactions.

ccuFlorida.org/here2help
 

321.690.2328, option 5

Convenient eServices
ccuFlorida.org/eBranch

Drive-Thrus 
ccuFlorida.org/locations

c

Federally Insured by NCUA.
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By Ed Hess

The old way of working is dead. Its

death throes began decades ago, and the

COVID shake–up has slammed the lid on

the coffin. In a world of flux, we all have to

be 24/7 learners, innovators, and collabora-

tors. Yet most companies continue to allow,

encourage, or even force workers to keep up

their old rugged–individualistic, head–

down, fear–driven, Industrial–Revolution–

era ways.

Many leaders don’t even realize these

“old–school” dynamics are at play in their

company. And if they do, they may not

know how dangerous they are.

No business can compete for long in a

marketplace that requires constant

innovation when people show up to work in

a way that squelches innovation. And it

doesn’t matter how much you insist your

culture is innovative if the behaviors hap-

pening around you inhibit innovation. (To

paraphrase Emerson, what your employees

do speaks so loudly that no one can hear

what your mission/vision/values say.)

What I call the “new way of working”

requires employees to continuously learn,

unlearn, and relearn so they can adapt to

the reality of the world as it evolves. (This

is the essence of Hyper–Learning.) And it

requires leaders to lead in a way that

encourages this to happen.

My new book “Hyper–Learning”

identifies seven foundational behaviors

that are necessary for people to be Hyper–

Learners. They’re a good yardstick for any

organization.

Look around. If you don’t see these

seven behaviors in action, you don’t have

an innovative culture. The proof is in how

people act, every day.

l BEHAVIOR 1: Managing Self. The

best thinkers, the best learners, the best

collaborators, and the best listeners have

learned how to manage their Inner World–

their ego, mind, body, and emotions. This

means people have a quiet ego and are

open–minded and good at “not knowing.”

They don’t reflexively defend, deny, or

deflect when someone challenges them.

They are willing to change their position

when they get better evidence. When

talking to others, they have a quiet mind

and are fully present and focused totally on

listening and trying to understand what

the other person is saying. They control

their negative emotions and rarely fly off

the handle.

Red Flags: A person who can’t “manage

self” has to always be right. Others may

describe them as defensive, arrogant,

judgmental, or super–opinionated. A

person who frequently interrupts people or

who multi–tasks while listening to others.

A person who behaves in disrespectful

ways or can’t control their emotions. A

person who raises their voice or who glares

at people.

l BEHAVIOR 2: “Otherness.” No one

achieves success by themselves. In the

Digital Age, their success will be highly

dependent upon their ability to build

caring, trusting relationships at work that

enable the highest levels of thinking and

learning with others. Otherness is a

mindset — a belief that they need the help

of others to see what they don’t see because

of their tendencies to seek confirmation of

what they believe. Otherness is a behavior

— behaving in ways that show they respect

the human dignity of the other person.

Success in the Digital Age will require

Otherness. A competitive survival–of–the–

fittest mindset will be the quickest

pathway to failure. Their biggest competi-

tion in the Digital Age will be themselves,

not others.

Red Flags: A person who rarely asks

others for help. A person who believes he is

better than most people. A person who

views each conversation as a win–lose,

zero–sum game. A person who will not

prevent someone from doing something

wrong because they want them to fail. A

person who gossips negatively about

others. A know–it–all. A braggart.

l BEHAVIOR 3: Emotionally Connect-

ing in Positive Ways. The science is clear:

Positive emotions enable better learning,

better decision–making, and more willing-

ness to explore, create, and innovate. A

positive emotional work environment

comes about because people bring their

positive emotions to the conversation. They

understand the power of slowing down to

be fully in the moment, and they express

their positivity by smiling, by their tone of

voice, by their calmness, and by the words

they choose to use. They behave in

respectful ways to others even if they

disagree with what is being said. They

express gratitude often (for example,

“thank you,” “I appreciate that,” “you are

kind”). A positive emotional environment

in a meeting liberates people in that people

can sync their positivity with each other

and be fully engaged without the limita-

tions of worries, insecurities, and fears.

People can be their Best Selves, so you

have the opportunity to have high–quality

conversations that can result in team flow

that can lead to “wow” results.

Red Flags: People are rude to each

other. People use body language that says,

I am not really listening to you or I am

dominant. People put down others. People

are closed–minded or not engaged. People

are constantly interrupting or raising their

voices and moving forward, getting ready

to attack verbally.

l BEHAVIOR 4: Effective Collabora-

tion. This begins with leaders: They know

how to set up meetings so that people feel

psychologically “safe” to join in. Leaders

have created an environment where

collaboration is not a competition — an

environment where people care about each

other and trust that no one will do them

harm. During meetings, people are fully

present, attentive, and connected to each

other. Everyone gets to speak. People

challenge the status quo and seek the best

possible idea, regardless of the status or

position of who suggested it.

Red Flags: The highest–ranking people

dominate and aggressively push their

views. Meetings are not genuine open

discussions — the answer is predeter-

mined, and the real goal is consent and

compliance. Some people don’t speak up at

all. Too often, critiques get personal.

l BEHAVIOR 5: Reflective Listening.

People who exhibit this behavior allow

others to talk. They reframe what they

think the other person is saying, to make

sure they understand. They ask clarifying

questions before telling, advocating, or

disagreeing. When they do disagree, they

critique the idea, not the person.

Red Flags: People don’t make eye

contact. They interrupt. They multi–task

during meetings. They are great “tellers,”

not listeners. Their egos are wrapped up in

showing the speaker that they are the

smartest person in the room.

l BEHAVIOR 6: Courage. In the Digital

Age, everyone will have to excel at going

into the unknown and figuring things out.

That takes courage — the courage to try. A

person with courage is willing to experi-

ment, even though they know they might

fail. They also understand that most

learning comes from having conversations

with people who have different views. They

don’t mind having respectful difficult

conversations. You’ll find them volunteer-

ing for new projects, openly sharing their

views, and asking for lots of feedback.

Red Flags: People are unwilling to take

risks. They seem guarded and closed–

lipped. Because they fear making mistakes

or looking bad, they rarely step out of their

comfort zone.

l BEHAVIOR 7: Evidence–Based

Decision–Making. When employees

possess this behavior, they are not married

to their ideas. They are more open–minded.

They never assume. They are always

seeking data, even if it will disconfirm their

theory or even force a return to the drawing

board. They seem to get the statement “I

am not my ideas” on a deep level.

Red Flags: People defend their ideas

even when there’s no data to support them.

They rarely ask for the input of others (and

if it’s given, they don’t listen to it). They are

invested in being “right.”

If you see most of these seven founda-

tional behaviors in action, you’re on the

right track. If you see a lot of red flags,

you’re in trouble.

The good news is that people can

change their behaviors. It takes a lot of

intentional work. But as is always true, the

first step is admitting you have a problem

— and the second is realizing the upside of

changing outweighs the downside of not

changing.

l About the Author

Edward D. Hess is professor of business

administration, Batten Fellow, and Batten

Executive–in–Residence at the University

of Virginia’s Darden School of Business and

the author of “Hyper–Learning: How to

Adapt to the Speed of Change.” Professor

Hess spent 20 years in the business world

as a senior executive and has spent the last

18 years in academia. He is the author of

13 books, over 140 articles, and 60 Darden

case studies. His work has appeared in

over 400 global media outlets including

Fortune, European Business Review,

Harvard Business Review, SHRM, Fast

Company, and Forbes, among a host of

other publications. His recent books and

research have focused on “Human Excel-

lence in the Digital Age: A New Way of

Being” and “A New Way of Working;

Humanizing the Workplace.”

Visit edhess.org for more information.

Seven employee behaviors may well predict your company’s odds of survival, says the author of new book
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By David DeCamp
david.decamp@crowley.com
Manager, Corporate Communications
Crowley Maritime Corp.

JACKSONVILLE — Crowley

Maritime Corp. has announced that Brett

Bennett joined the company Aug. 3 as

senior vice president and general

manager of Crowley Logistics, the

company’s largest business unit with

more than $1 billion in annual revenue.

He will report to Ray Fitzgerald,

Crowley’s chief operating officer, and

work from the corporate headquarters.

Bennett comes to Crowley from

Wallenius Wilhelmsen Solutions where

he served as senior vice president and

head of global terminals and stevedoring.

He has more than 25 years of experi-

ence focused on transportation and end–

to–end logistics, including a 12–year stint

with Damco Distribution Services,

Maersk’s logistics arm. While there, he

served as chief operating officer–USA and

vice president of operations and strategic

client management.

“We are very much looking forward to

having Brett join our team,” said

Fitzgerald. “He is a confident leader who

builds and motivates top–caliber teams

through periods of substantial growth

and change, which is where we are today

with our logistics organization. He has

demonstrated success guiding revenue

growth, cultivating strategic accounts and

leading staff to support business develop-

ment. And, as an operations expert, he is

dedicated to finding process and digital

solutions for improved efficiency, safety,

compliance, and cost–effectiveness.”

“We are growing our logistics business

and adding new technologies and systems

to enhance the customer experience,” said

Tom Crowley, chairman and CEO of

Crowley Maritime Corp. “Brett will bring

new perspectives and ideas to help us get

where we want to go.”

Bennett began his career as terminal

manager–Pier G for Sea–Land Service (a

Maersk company) in Long Beach, Calif.

He was later promoted to director–

Southern California Marine Terminals

for APM Maersk and managing director

of APM Terminals in Elizabeth, N.J.,

before joining Damco.

Bennett earned a Bachelor of Science

degree in business administration from

The Citadel, Military College of South

Carolina, in Charleston, S.C.

Bennett is succeeding Steve Collar,

who retired last month after a distin-

guished 43–year career with Crowley.

l About Crowley Logistics

Crowley Logistics is a singular supply

chain division serving more than 12,000

customers and managing more than 1

million shipments annually on a global

scale.

The group blends company–owned

assets and services with its worldwide

network of service providers to reduce

complexity and add velocity to customers’

supply chains.

l About Crowley

Jacksonville–based Crowley Holdings

Inc., a holding company of the 128–year–

old Crowley Maritime Corp., is a pri-

vately held family– and employee–owned

company that provides marine solutions,

energy and logistics services in domestic

and international markets. Crowley

operates under four business units:

Crowley Logistics, a logistics supply chain

division that includes ocean liner services;

Crowley Shipping, which encompasses

ownership, operations and management

of conventional and dual fuel vessels,

including tankers, container ships,

multipurpose, tugboats and barges;

engineering; project management; and

naval architecture through its subsidiary

Jensen Maritime; Crowley Fuels, a fuel

transportation, distribution and sales

division that also provides liquefied

natural gas (LNG) and related services;

and Crowley Solutions, which focuses on

global government services and program

management, government ship manage-

ment, expeditionary logistics and

government–oriented freight transporta-

tion services.

Additional information about Crowley,

its subsidiaries and business units may

be found at www.crowley.com.

Brett Bennett to join Jacksonville–based Crowley Logistics as senior vice president, GM; 25 years in the industry

Boat Owners Association offers best holiday gift for boaters:
A tow home; membership plans includes a range of benefits

Included with all towing membership

plans are more than 25 benefits and

discounts from Boat Owners Association

of The United States (BoatUS), a

subscription to BoatUS Magazine, free

DSC–VHF radio registration, and more.

Your boater can also take advantage of

BoatUS’s national boating advocacy

efforts and safe–boating programs

including free boating safety courses from

the nonprofit BoatUS Foundation.

For boaters who frequently trailer

their boats, consider gifting a BoatUS

Membership with Unlimited Trailer

Assist for $38 that takes care of roadside

breakdowns 24/7. In addition to 100 miles

of free on–road towing for both a disabled

trailer and its tow vehicle to a safe

location, lockout, flat tire, battery jump

and fuel drop–off services are also

included.

l About TowBoatUS:

Boat Owners Association of The

United States is the nation’s leading

advocate, services and safety group for

recreational boaters. It is the “Boat

Owners Auto Club” and provides more

than a half–million members with an

array of helpful services, including

24–hour on–water towing that gets you

safely home when your boat won’t, jump

starts, fuel delivery, and soft

ungroundings.

For more information on the Associa-

tion, go to BoatUS.com/Towing.

By D. Scott Croft
scroft@boatus.com
Boat Owners Association of
The United States

SPRINGFIELD, Va., — Last year,

76,418 recreational boaters had a reason

to summon nonemergency, routine

assistance from TowBoatUS, the nation’s

largest on–water towing service for

recreational boaters.

Accidentally running aground, dead

batteries and dead engines were the chief

culprits. Instead of giving your favorite

boater a pair of socks for Christmas this

year, give them something much more

useful, the gift of 24/7 on–water towing

from TowBoatUS.

Like an auto club for recreational boat

owners, a BoatUS Unlimited Towing

membership provides professional on–

water towing service by the nationwide

TowBoatUS fleet. For saltwater boaters,

an annual membership is just $159 per

year while freshwater boaters pay $85.

With the average out–of–pocket cost of a

tow home more than $750, that could buy

a lot of socks.

BoatUS is also the only national

towing service offering the BoatUS App

featuring TowBoatUSCONNECT, which

connects boaters to the closest local

towing captain at the tap of a button,

speeding response times.
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By Dawn Harris–Young
region4press@epa.gov
EPA Region 4
and Mary Mears
mears.mary@epa.gov
EPA Region 2

ORLANDO Sept. 1, 2020 — The U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency and White House senior officials

recently participated in a forum hosted by the Florida

State Hispanic Chamber of Commerce and Latino

Leadership to discuss the Trump Administration’s

ongoing efforts to help Puerto Rico recover from natural

disasters dating back to Hurricanes Irma and Maria in

2017 and recent earthquakes.

EPA Associate Deputy Administrator Doug

Benevento, EPA Region 4 Administrator Mary Walker

and EPA Region 2 Administrator Pete Lopez were joined

by The White House’s Special Representative for Puerto

Rico Disaster Recovery, Rear Adm. Peter Brown, and

staff from Sen. Marco Rubio’s, Congresswoman Jennifer

Gonzalez–Colon’s, and Florida Representative Rene

Plasencia’s offices.

The forum, held at Azalea Park United Methodist

Church in Orlando, included discussion of successful

partnerships and remaining challenges as Puerto Rico’s

recovery continues to move forward.

“EPA is identifying areas the agency can help

improve upon and forge partnerships to achieve

sustainable disaster recovery efforts in Puerto Rico. This

forum with Latino leaders in Florida was a way to

expand those efforts beyond the boundaries of Puerto

Rico,” said Benevento. “EPA is committed to finding

creative and proactive solutions, including by soliciting

input from people in other states that have a vested

interest in the success of Puerto Rico and can help

support positive outcomes for the environment and

people of Puerto Rico.”

“The EPA has been a tremendous partner in the

recovery of Puerto Rico from a devastating series of

disasters,” said Brown. “They are one of over a dozen

federal departments and agencies that are delivering

nearly 50 Billion dollars of federal funds for recovery of

the infrastructure, economy, environment, and people of

Puerto Rico. Their work in improving drinking water

systems, wastewater treatment, air quality, and solid

waste management is great example of the Trump

Administration’s commitment to the recovery and long–

term sustainability of Puerto Rico.”

“This engagement builds off of our trip a few weeks

ago to Puerto Rico where we all met with the govern-

ment of Puerto Rico, members of the federal family, local

governments, and the non–profit and business commu-

nities to continue our respectful partnership working to

help aid disaster recovery efforts in Puerto Rico,” said

Lopez.

“I was honored to bring our successes and challenges

to the growing Latino population in Florida through

yesterday’s forum with the Florida State Hispanic

Chamber of Commerce and Latino leaders in the state.

Sharing with and bringing in Latino partners from

Florida will energize and strengthen our recovery efforts

in Puerto Rico. We deepened partnerships to facilitate

positive change in Puerto Rico while respecting local

decision–making.”

“Earlier this month I had an opportunity to tour and

see first–hand some of the successes achieved and

challenges that remain in the sustainable disaster

recovery of Puerto Rico,” said Walker. “This forum

reinforces and adds to what we are learning about the

ways our agency can best support local leaders on the

ground in building a more resilient Puerto Rico.”

“I’d like to thank Associate Deputy Administrator

Benevento, Regional Administrators López and Walker,

and Rear Adm. Brown for their commitment to Puerto

Rico’s long–term recovery that is also so closely tied to

its economic future,” said Gonzalez–Colon. “The EPA

has been an invaluable partner, from accommodating

our needs regarding debris disposal, power generation,

and air and water quality during the recent emergen-

cies, to supporting the future resilient recovery through

the Brownfields program and the Circuit Riders training

and technology.”

She added, “Having a resilient Waste Management

infrastructure and strategy will also better position

Puerto Rico to become a national hub for manufacturing

and pharmaceutical companies. I am proud to have had

these Administration officials witness firsthand the

needs and capabilities on the Island during their visit

two weeks ago, and I look forward to our continued

partnership in revitalizing Puerto Rico.”

U.S. efforts in Puerto Rico are focused on fostering

collaboration between senior U.S. officials, the Puerto

Rico government, municipalities, the business commu-

nity, and non–profit and community organizations to

tackle challenges remaining in Puerto Rico’s continued

recovery. This includes ways to improve environmental

infrastructure in Puerto Rico and finding ways to pool

resources for resilient environmental programs.

To learn more about EPA’s work in Puerto Rico, visit

https://www.epa.gov/pr.

EPA officials speak at Florida State Hispanic Chamber forum on strengthening Puerto Rico recovery efforts
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Barry University in Melbourne
Continued from page 12

catering to working adults who are interested in advancing

their careers. The four–year degree in information

technology is one of the school’s most popular curriculums.

“The bachelor’s degree in information technology

prepares students for an exciting future and empowers

them with the technical, business–process management,

and leadership skills necessary to compete and excel in

today’s age of innovation,” Huertas said.

“This is a smart degree for anyone — IT is everywhere.

There are people working in that field who are really good

with computers, but have never gotten around to getting

their bachelor’s degree in IT. Once they get it, there is

greater opportunity for promotion.”

Demand for computer and information systems

managers will grow as firms increasingly expand their

operations to digital platforms. Computer and information

systems managers will be responsible for implementing

those goals.

“The program is designed to provide students with both

the theoretical knowledge and technical skills required to

properly analyze, design, implement and support informa-

tion technology solutions in a variety of business settings,”

Huertas said.

A niche program for Barry University in this market is

its bachelor of science in emergency management. “That

program is designed for current emergency management

professionals, individuals interested in a related field, or

those interested in entering this field,” said Huertas. “The

professors who teach in this program have firsthand

experience. For example, Dr. Eric Smith was a firefighter

for years. He’s amazing.”

Dr. Smith is originally from Annapolis, Md., and spent

26 years in fire service in the Baltimore–Washington

corridor. He came to Florida in 1996 and worked for the

Palm Beach County Fire Rescue for 12 years. “Our

emergency management program is fully available both in

class and online,” she said. “We know that most of our

students work and have families. So we try to make it as

convenient as possible for them to pursue their degree.

And we offer a public–service discount to honor these

workers.”

Huertas added that Barry University has a program

where students can receive a certain amount of credit for

their life experiences. And it applies to the emergency

management degree. It’s called the “Experiential Learning

Portfolio.”

The portfolio program allows students to earn up to 30

credits for professional work experience and community

service. “We always remind students to save their certifica-

tions and document any training they undertook over the

years. We work closely with our students on the portfolio

program because we know that many of them have

valuable life experiences and those experiences could count

in credits toward their degree. That saves the student time

and money.”

Barry University’s emergency management program

includes applications in homeland security, business

continuity, international disaster relief, and hazard

mitigation.

Emergency management directors prepare plans and

procedures for responding to natural disasters and other

emergencies. They also help lead the response during and

after emergencies, often in coordination with public–safety

officials, elected officials, nonprofit entities, and govern-

ment agencies.

Huertas said there is a $4,000 scholarship available for

military spouses. It’s called the My Career Advancement

Account Scholarship, or MyCAA, “and is outside of Barry

University.”

Past research has shown that compared to spouses of

the average U.S. citizen, spouses of U.S. military personnel

are more likely to be unemployed or underemployed, even

when they have more years of education or more work

experience, according to a Rand Corp. study.

To mitigate the impact of the demands of military life,

in 2007 the Department of Defense established a portfolio

of initiatives that provide career development and

employment assistance for military spouses. One such

initiative is the MyCAA Scholarship, which targets

spouses whose service member is early in his or her career.

On the graduate level, the Melbourne campus offers the

master’s of public administration program, which focuses

on research and scholarship in the public and nonprofit

sectors.

“Scholarship is the pursuit of knowledge and truth,

which resonates with the authentic Dominican heritage of

our institution,” said Huertas. “The pursuit of truth

necessitates a steadfast commitment to establishing an

inclusive and collaborative society working toward the

public good. This program is fully available in class and

online.”

Huertas said she recently visited with one of her

school’s graduates of the master’s of public administration

program.

“He has a leadership role in the U.S. Coast Guard and

he just moved up. We have people from all different career

backgrounds in the MPA program. They want to make a

positive difference and they want to be in leadership roles

— education, government, nonprofit, and many other

areas. A lot of people can use this degree to boost their

careers.”
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By Christie DeNave
christie.denave@bcbsfl.com
Senior Director, State and Regional Communications
Florida Blue

DAYTONA BEACH — Florida Blue, the state’s leading

health insurer, recently named a new executive leader

devoted to meeting the needs, challenges and opportunities

in Brevard, Volusia and Flagler counties. Tanya Easterling

will serve as the company’s Coastal Central Florida

Market Leader as part of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield

plan’s efforts to deepen its longstanding and successful

local approach to supporting the diverse needs of members

and businesses in each of Florida’s communities.

This model extends the local strategy the company

began 15 years ago, when it expanded its regional footprint

and developed local leadership teams and market presi-

dents in Tampa, Orlando, Miami and Jacksonville.

“At Florida Blue we live in and provide support to the

communities we serve, and we have extensive knowledge

to help people and communities achieve better health,”

said Jon Urbanek, senior vice president of commercial

markets. “Health care is local and personal, and it is the

Florida Blue model that uniquely positions us to make

health care more affordable and accessible for every

Floridian.”

Easterling will develop, lead and execute a hyper–local

strategy for Florida Blue focused on Flagler, Volusia and

Brevard counties that includes sales, products, analytics,

provider networks and care management, as well as local

marketing and community relations.

The goal is to harness the company’s market–leading

strengths and capabilities, focus on targeted sub–regions,

and then develop relevant tools, capabilities, products and

partnerships in order to make care more impactful and

personalized.

“As the competitive environment intensifies, and with

no two counties the same, we must deepen our under-

standing of every community in the state in order to

personalize our products and services and deepen our

impact on health and well–being,” said Central Florida

Market President Tony Jenkins. “We are lucky to have

Tanya’s exceptional talents and expertise to devote to our

coastal regions of Central Florida.”

Easterling is one of six new Market Leaders that

Florida Blue has named to further sharpen its unmatched

commitment to all 67 counties and meet the unique needs

of individuals and communities in Florida’s many dynamic

markets.

l About Florida Blue

Florida Blue, Florida’s Blue Cross and Blue Shield

company, has been providing health insurance to residents

of Florida for more than 75 years. Driven by its mission of

helping people and communities achieve better health, the

company serves more than 5 million health care members

across the state. In total, Florida Blue and its affiliated

companies serve 27 million people in 35 states. Headquar-

tered in Jacksonville, it is an independent licensee of the

Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association.

Florida Blue deepens commitment to Brevard, Volusia, Flagler counties; adds Tanya Easterling to region

Brevard Humane Society’s Polta Car Drawing just in time for the holidays
COCOA Sept. 2 — The Brevard Humane Society, in partnership with PIP Printing, invites the community to enter for

a chance to win big in the Polta Car Drawing, only 2,000 tickets will be sold.

The prize? A garage–kept 2014 Chevy Impala — a bequest to the organization from car enthusiast Eugene Polta.

“We had to cancel our annual Tuxes & Tails gala this year so Mr. Polta’s generous gift is a major blessing,” said

Theresa Clifton, executive director of the Brevard Humane Society. “It’s made even more exciting because this gives our

community a chance to win a very nice car while also supporting a good cause — helping us at the Brevard Humane

Society save homeless pets.”

The Brevard Humane Society, an animal rescue organization, hopes the Polta Car Drawing will be a fun and interac-

tive way to connect with the community and recover donations lost because of the cancellation of key fundraisers like the

“Tuxes & Tails” gala. Tickets are available online as well as their Cocoa Adoption Center, Low–cost Spay/Neuter &

Wellness Clinic, and four Molly Mutt Thrift Shop locations throughout Brevard. To learn more about the Polta Car

Drawing or purchase tickets, visit www.brevardhumanesociety.org/car.

Founded in 1952, Brevard Humane Society is the county’s oldest established animal welfare organization. A no–kill

for space shelter, “BHS is dedicated to speaking for those who cannot speak for themselves.” BHS educates the commu-

nity on responsible pet ownership and the humane treatment of animals, advocates for spaying/neutering to reduce the

homeless pet population, and provides the best quality care to Brevard’s abandoned animals by placing them with

responsible, caring owners in forever homes.

For more information call BHS at (321) 636–3343, extension. 209. Its shelter is at 1020 Cox Road in Cocoa.
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Tippmann Innovation
Continued from page 13

over the map. We go where the distribution

needs are. One of the reasons we like

Melbourne is its proximity to Orlando

International Airport. It allows us to travel

to many different cites without flying

through hubs.”

He continued, “If we do have to fly

through hubs, the Orlando Melbourne

International Airport works for us as well

because we typically connect through

Atlanta, Charlotte, or Dallas. So we have

the best of both worlds, with the conve-

nience of Orlando International Airport

and Orlando Melbourne International

Airport. These airports are very important

to us.”

The Melbourne office of Tippmann

Innovation has a staff of 13 professionals

and is growing. “We are inviting all of our

team members from Indiana to move to

Brevard County,” said Adams.

“It’s a great opportunity for us to bring

our staff here. We’ll help them relocate.

We’ve had three people move here from our

Indiana headquarters in the last three

months. So more of our staff is coming

here. We employ engineers, construction

managers, construction superintendents,

and other skilled people.”

The three principals of the company all

live in Brevard, he added. “Brevard is a

great community. There are many things

we like about Brevard. My family vaca-

tioned in West Florida — Marco Island,

Naples, and Sarasota — for 20 years. We

went there annually. Sam Tippmann has a

lot of relationships in the Melbourne area. I

had never vacationed in Melbourne, until

recently.”

“What I noticed is that Melbourne is not

a retirement community. There are many

professionals here, including a lot of

engineers. This is a good business market.

It’s a vibrant coastal community. We like

the fact there are a lot of families here.

This is a great place to work and raise a

family. That’s important to us as we bring

more families here from Indiana,” added

Adams.

Recently, Tippmann Innovation was

awarded the Controlled Environmental

Building Association’s “Built by the Best

Award,” honoring the contractor who

constructed the year’s most innovative and

complex temperature–controlled facility.

The 2019 winner was announced at the

39th annual CEBA Conference in Miami.

CEBA, formerly known as the Interna-

tional Association for Cold Storage

Construction, is the “leading authoritative

source” for companies seeking best

practices on constructing, renovating, and

modernizing cold storage, or temperature–

controlled facilities.

The Best Built Award is given to the

contractor who has displayed excellence in

these unique categories — project complex-

ity, use of innovation, project management,

sustainability, and contribution to the

larger society, or temperature–controlled

supply chain.

“Winning that industry award was a

great honor for our company,” said Adams.

The award–winning warehouse

Tippmann Innovation built is a 180,000–

square–foot meat–processing facility in

downtown Detroit. Built for Wolverine

Packing Co., one of the nation’s premier

beef suppliers, the facility includes more

than 20,000 pallet positions of storage

space that sits adjacent to a 125,000–

square–foot processing center.

It was built to the “highest” industry

standards and includes leading technolo-

gies such as the “Quick Freeze In–Rack

Freezing System,” Quell Fire Sprinkler

System, conveyors, motion–sensor lighting,

and much more.

With e–commerce and online grocery

sales placing increasing pressures on the

demand for temperature–controlled

products, the Wolverine facility was

developed with flexibility in mind.

“The growth of e–commerce coupled

with consumer expectations of a quick

response are really driving an evolution

within the cold chain,” said Adams.

“Planning for market trends was definitely

within our strategy for Wolverine.”

Most notably, however, is not the

technology inside the building, but the

positive impact the new warehouse project

has on Detroit’s Eastern Market commu-

nity, he added.

In addition to Wolverine providing jobs

for city residents, they also made it possible

for residents to enjoy the adjacent Forest

Park by not only reconstructing it into a

modern three–acre park complete with a

walking path, basketball courts, baseball

field, playground, and workout area but

also by gifting it back to the neighborhood.

“It was an old ‘brownfield’ site. There

were 34 houses previously on the site that

were knocked down. We built a park for the

city on the site. It’s encouraging to see the

turnaround there. You can clearly see that

in the downtown area of Detroit. It’s really

coming back. We gave back to the commu-

nity. And the owners gave back to the

community for this project,” said Adams.

While Tippmann Innovation is looking

at projects in Orlando and Miami and

southwest Florida, Adams said “it would be

great to construct a cold–storage building

in Brevard County for a client. We are

going to continue to grow and do a lot of

development around the nation. We will

continue to bring more staff here from our

headquarters in Fort Wayne. We’re happy

to be in Melbourne. We’re looking forward

to being part of the business community.”
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the big selling points for Florida Tech.”

“We are always looking for opportunities for our

graduates, and competition for medical space is fierce. We

have incredibly bright students who come through Florida

Tech. Many people know about Johns Hopkins and those

types of universities, but they might now know about

Florida Tech. Our students from pre–medicine and

biomedical engineering compete very well for graduate

spaces with other top students from leading universities, in

terms of going on to an advanced degree in their area of

study. We have high performers, but we don’t necessarily

get the recognition that some of the other schools might get

in regard to the medical profession,” Dr. McCay added.

The relationship established between Florida Tech and

Burrell College of Osteopathic Medicine has a tie–in. The

locations of the schools are rooted in early space history.

“The Space Coast of Florida and New Mexico have a

long history of strong relationships and partnerships,

including the establishment and success of the U.S. space

programs,” said John Hummer, co–founder and president

of Burrell College of Osteopathic Medicine. “We are excited

to see this new medical partnership come to the same

fruition. We are pleased to offer our students these

additional training opportunities in Florida.”

facility is going to greatly benefit Florida Tech. And I

believe it will do the same for Brevard County and Florida.

We are definitely going to be able to produce more

biomedical engineers and biomedical scientists. In addition

to that, with our partnership with Burrell College and

Steward Health Care, we will be able to produce more

physicians.”

He added, “I don’t believe we are being bold with our

new research center project. COVID–19 has clearly shown

there is a need for supplying biomedical researchers and

biomedical engineers.”

The three–story building will contain 60,000 square feet

and feature cutting–edge laboratories.

“This is really our sweet spot,” Dr. McCay said. “We

have a connection with the space program. We have a

connection with our local health networks. And biomedical

engineering and biomedical sciences fits perfectly with

this. Any Florida Tech student who graduates with a

certain level of performance in biomedical engineering or

pre–medicine, will have guaranteed entry into this school

(Burrell College of Osteopathic Medicine). That was one of

“That area of New Mexico has a long history in the

spaceflight world. Dr. Robert Goddard (a physicist and one

of the founding fathers of modern rocketry) was out there,”

said Dr. McCay, who as a young engineer himself was a

division chief for NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center in

Huntsville, Ala.

Near the Burrell College campus in southern New

Mexico is NASA’s White Sands Test Facility. And north of

the Las Cruces campus is Spaceport America, which was

completed in 2011. That facility is billed as the world’s first

purpose–built commercial spaceport.

Virgin Galactic, a commercial space–flight company

founded by British billionaire Richard Branson, is head-

quartered at Spaceport America. Virgin Galactic’s presi-

dent is Michael Moses, who has a master’s degree in space

sciences from Florida Tech. Virgin Galactic is working to

send tourists into space.

“We had a great visit. Spaceport America is only about

60 miles from Burrell College of Osteopathic Medicine.

They are going to be flying aircraft into space before too

long. I’m excited. Virgin Galactic didn’t offer me a ride on

the first flight, by the way. If they had offered, I probably

would have been foolish enough to take it. But I’d rather go

on the second flight,” said Dr. McCay.
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educational endeavors in Brevard County.

“This is a first,” said Andy Romine, president of

Rockledge Regional Medical Center. “There has never been

an established medical education system of this type in

Brevard County. We’re excited to partner with Burrell

College of Osteopathic Medicine and Florida Tech to head

down this new path.”

“Having medical students in our organization not only

benefits the students but it also benefits our physicians

and our organization as a whole. And, ultimately, this

partnership may result in some of the students deciding to

stay here and practice as they make their career choices.

They would be taking care of Brevard County residents

years into the future,” added Romine.

Dr. McCay said Steward Health Care came through.

“They were interested from the beginning. They’ve done

one or two of these types of programs at other locations. So

they embraced it. They’ve been a joy to work with on this

initiative. And I found Burrell College of Osteopathic

Medicine easy to work with, too. I think all the partners

are looking to the future.”

He added, “To me, having a program that helps develop

physicians in our community is a great benefit because the

doctors tend to stay in areas where they went to school or

trained.”

Nine medical students attending Burrell College are

now in Brevard County gaining experience at Rockledge

Regional Medical Center, Melbourne Regional Medical

Center, and Steward Medical Group clinics. The students

are able to select among a range of specialties, including

gastroenterology, ophthalmology, and interventional

cardiology.

Burrell College of Osteopathic Medicine had a large

number of applicants interested in coming to Florida to

take part in the program this year, said Dr. McCay.

“People love Florida. We currently have nine students

because that was the commitment we had from Steward

physicians who signed up to basically shepherd these

interns through the program. There are a lot more

physicians signed up for next year, when the second batch

of clerkships will be filled. We’ll have at least 20 interns

next year, and it could be much higher.”

Jessica Bonilla, originally from Orlando and in the 2022

Class of Burrell College of Osteopathic Medicine, is one of

the students now gaining front–line experience in internal

medicine in Brevard. She’s working alongside Dr. Kalpana

Gorthi.

“When I found out that this rotation hub was being

established in Florida, I was super–excited,” said Bonilla.

“It gave me the opportunity to come back home. I’ve

always had a desire to serve the community that I was

raised in and that had served me. I am familiar with

Brevard, though I have never lived here. I’ve been to

Cocoa, Melbourne, and the beaches.”

Bonilla said her “experience in the rotations has been

fantastic. I’m working with Dr. Gorthi, who is an internal

medicine practitioner with Steward Health Care. Just

getting to know the community and the patient population

has been exciting. I hadn’t been able to see patients for a

long time because of school. So it’s nice to visit with

patients, go over their medical history and perform

physician examinations, and such. And I have time to do

that in Dr. Gorthi’s practice. I’m not rushing from patient

to patient, so it has been a really good experience.”

Bonilla earned two bachelor’s degrees from the

University of Central Florida, one in medical laboratory

sciences and one in biology. Before she entered medical

school, Bonilla worked at Arnold Palmer Hospital for

Children and Orlando Health as a medical laboratory

scientist.

Burrell College of Osteopathic Medicine student Amaka

Ofuani, who was born and raised in Tallahassee, is also

training with a family physician. “It’s been great to be able

to put theory into practice,” said Ofuani, who is in the

Class of 2022 with Bonilla. “For the past few years, we’ve

just been reading books and going to classes. This is an

opportunity to actually see patient illnesses firsthand and

be involved in care. We are able to see it all play out.”

Ofuani is also a two–time graduate of UCF and played

on the Lady Knights’ soccer team. She earned her under-

graduate degree in interdisciplinary studies and has a

master’s degree in public health, with an emphasis on

environmental epidemiology. Before entering medical

school, she worked as a medical assistant for an orthopedic

surgeon.

“I was extremely excited when I first learned that

Burrell College of Osteopathic Medicine was going to have

a hub here,” said Ofuani. “Jessica (Bonilla) and I were in

constant communication. Is it happening? Is it not

happening? We followed this closely with great enthusi-

asm. I see this as a very positive development for the local

community and for all parties involved. Like Jessica, I

wanted this opportunity to come back and serve the

community.”

Dr. Amit Sharma, a cardiologist with Brevard Cardiol-

ogy Group, part of Steward Medical Group, is the regional

dean for the partnership. “We were excited when we were

approached by Burrell College of Osteopathic Medicine to

be partners in this venture, the first such training program

in Brevard County. This county is growing. There is a big

need for primary–care physicians. We have a number of

physicians who signed up to be volunteer faculty members.

There is a lot of enthusiasm among the local medical

community to train these students who are participating in

the rotations,” Dr. Sharma said.

He added that “the Steward administration has been

very positive and very supportive of this medical–educa-

tion endeavor.”

Dr. Sharma once served as the chief resident at the

University of Alabama at Birmingham, where he later

became an assistant professor and associate director of the

internal medicine residency program. He was also the chief

cardiology fellow at Mid–America Heart Institute in

Kansas City, Mo. “Though I am a specialist, I am a big fan

of primary–care medicine. We need more primary–care

doctors in this community,” he said.

In about 10 years, there could be a shortage of as many

as 120,000 doctors in America, he said, referring to a report

by the Association of American Colleges, or AAMC.

“Hopefully, with this program we will be able to bridge

that gap somewhat, especially if we are able to attract

some of the students to family practices in Brevard

County.”

“Knowing there is a significant deficiency in the

primary–care ranks, we are looking to foster relationships

with Burrell College students as they get to know the

community and get to know our providers,” said Lee–Ann

Levasseur, senior director of practice management for

Steward Medical Group. “Eventually, it would be fantastic

if they moved forward to employment with us.”

A rapidly growing and aging population, and the

potential retirement of thousands of experienced physi-

cians, could lead to a shortage of as many 120,000 physi-

cians by 2030, according the data released by AAMC. The

AAMC report says the “doctor shortage is real and

significant” and is “particularly serious for the kind of

medical care that the aging population will need.”

Roughly 10,000 Americans turn 65 every day, according

to the Pew Research Center. One–third of practicing

physicians will themselves turn 65 within the next decade.

The AAMC report forecasts a shortfall of between 14,800

and 49,300 primary–care physicians over that 10–year

period.

The Health Resources and Services Administration

estimates that Florida already needs an additional 1,636

primary–care physicians to address existing shortages.

The shortage in Florida is projected to grow to more than

3,000 primary–care doctors by 2025 and as high as 4,671

by 2030.

“Research shows that D.O. medical students are more

likely to gravitate toward primary care, and that’s exactly

what we need in Brevard County,” said Dr. Sharma. “We

have really good primary–care doctors in Brevard. We just

need more of them.”

Family doctors top many of the lists of the most highly

recruited physicians in America.

There are two tracks to become a physician: D.O., a

doctor of osteopathic medicine; and M.D., a doctor of

medicine. Both attend four years of medical school followed

by graduate medical education through internships and

residencies.

In addition to the basic medical curriculum, osteopathic

medical students are specifically trained in the musculosk-

eletal system, giving them an enhanced understanding of

the body’s nerves, muscles, and bones.

The growth of osteopathic medicine continues to be

robust and sustained, according to the 2019 “Osteopathic

Medical Professional Report” released by the American

Osteopathic Association. The total number of DOs and

osteopathic medical students is more than 150,000 for the

first time — an increase of over 6,000 from 2018.

While the majority of DOs — nearly 57 percent —

practice in primary care, nearly 44 percent have chosen

specialties such as emergency medicine, general surgery,

and anesthesiology.

Dr. Sharma said he was interested in being the regional

dean for the program “because we are working with the

new generation of physicians. The nine medical students

currently in the program have very good life experiences,

which will help them become outstanding physicians in

their fields. This is community–based education, actually

decentralization of medical education. The students are

working closely with one physician in the community. It’s

one–on–one education. I believe community–based

education has shown to be superior as far as providing

patient care. It makes the clinician better and that is what

we hope to see in our students.”

Medical students rotating in the new Florida hub live in

off–campus housing near Florida Tech. Students have

access to the same services that full–time Florida Tech

students receive. This includes access to the student union

facilities, university libraries, athletic facilities, campus

health center, meal service, outdoor aquatic center, as well

as campus and community events.

“They are sort of pseudo Florida Tech students because

they receive the same benefits as regular Florida Tech

students,” said Dr. McCay.

His vision for creating a training hub for medical

students aligns with Florida Tech’s growing role in

biomedical engineering, biomedical sciences, and medical

research. Florida Tech plans to break ground soon on an

$18 million Health Sciences Research Center. The new

complex will give Florida Tech the space to greatly expand

the size of its biomedical engineering program, which was

started about five years ago.

“We have about 200 students in that program,” said

Dr. McCay. “It’s not that we don’t have applications and

interest from students, we’re just out of space. So this new

Please see Burrell College, page 22




